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ABSTRACT
Developing training scenarios that induce a trainee to utilize specific skills is one of the
facets of simulation-based training that requires significant effort. Simulation-based training
systems have become more complex in recent years. Because of this added complexity, the
amount of effort required to generate and maintain training scenarios has increased. This thesis
describes an investigation into automating the scenario generation process. The Automated
Scenario Generation System (ASGS) generates expected action flow as contexts in chronological
order from several events and tasks with estimated time for the entire training mission. When the
training objectives and conditions are defined, the ASGS will automatically generate a scenario,
with some randomization to ensure no two equivalent scenarios are identical. This makes it
possible to train different groups of trainees sequentially who may have the same level or
training objectives without using a single scenario repeatedly. The thesis describes the prototype
ASGS and the evaluation results are described and discussed. SVSTM Desktop is used as the
development infrastructure for ASGS as prototype training system.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
The goal of this thesis is to investigate the feasibility of performing automatic scenario
generation and arranging opponents in a way suitable for a trainee's level, based on training
objectives and mission objectives. More specifically, we investigate the possibility of developing
a tool that can generate an initial scenario automatically when the training objectives and
conditions for a training exercise on a simulator are entered from the keyboard by the trainer. It
can then be said that the burden of the trainer is greatly diminished and that more efficient
training can be provided to a trainee. Our approach to generating a scenario is to use a storyboard.
The storyboard is widely used in the film industry and in the animation industry. Scenarios are
derived from an abstract idea of the story. The film developers obtain images of what the film
wants to describe in the scenarios. The storyboard identifies essential necessities and sources for
information. Through this approach, we assert that equivalent, yet slightly different, scenarios
can be automatically built for different sets of trainees in a short period of time. This is especially
important for military training simulations because the trainees may have unfair a-priori
knowledge about the training system if the training scenario is always exactly the same. When
changing the event time and place, trainees sometimes are not able to behave the same way in
un-experienced scenarios. Incorrect judgment from trainees can negatively affect their safety in a
real battle. Furthermore, the changing political environment has to consider counterterrorism.
Rapidly generating different locations and scenarios is therefore necessary. The reader should
also understand that manually generating scenarios for training simulation is a difficult, timeconsuming and expensive task.
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This chapter defines the terms and concepts that are highly relevant to this work.
Specifically, the terms scenario, situation, context and scenario generation. Also discussed will
be the relationship of these concepts to modeling, simulation and training, especially military
simulation and training. We begin by discussing modeling, training and simulation to provide the
overall contexts for this work.

Background
Simulation is used as a tool for evaluation and analysis of various kinds of systems. A model is a
representation of a system. A simulation model is a representation that includes time, and reflects
the dynamics of the system’s behavior over time (Carson II, 2005). The U.S. Department of
Defense (DoD) uses modeling and simulation for various purposes in military activities, such as
training soldiers, conducting joint training operations and analyzing alternative force structures.
The interest of DoD for modeling and simulation has increased because of a changing political
environment that has to consider not only traditional warfare, such as against the former Soviet
Union, but also in counterterrorism. Thus, DoD needs to be able to rapidly model different
locations and scenarios (National Research Council, 1997).

Modeling and simulation master plan
DoD developed a modeling and simulation master plan in 1995 as a fundamental activity of
modeling and simulation (DoD, 1995). This master plan states that there are the four pillars of
military capabilities improvement: 1) readiness, 2) modernization, 3) force structure, and 4)
sustainability. Modeling and simulation is used to evaluate the readiness of war-fighting
2

situations, operational plans, doctrines and tactics. In modernization, modeling and simulation
can contribute to the improvement of the testing and evaluation planning process that includes
realistic synthetic environments. For example, brand-new infantry weapon systems must be
tested against opposing forces that include brand-new forces and accurately represent their
capabilities and characteristics. In force structure, modeling and simulation can analyze
alternative military force structures. Using realistic synthetic environments, a wide variety of
potential missions can examine the effectiveness of different forces against a potential enemy. In
sustainability, combat models included with high-fidelity models for logistics are used to analyze
combat sustainability. Using combat models, system logistics and maintenance demands can be
determined.

Training in modeling and simulation
Simulation for training is mainly used in devices such as flight simulators or other skill training
simulators. In former times, training simulators were mainly used to help trainees learn how to
operate real-world systems through a representation of a synthetic environment. Nowadays, in
addition to this purpose, simulators are used for training of strategic decision-making with
various virtual simulated situations. Another issue is to reduce operating costs with a mock-up
training system. This can also save money by reducing risks inherent in allowing unskilled
trainees to operate real-world systems. Creating a realistic training environment is the key to
training simulators, and that is also the driving force for improving simulation technology (Cloud
and Rainey, 1998).
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Command and control
Field Manual (FM) 101-5 (Department of the Army, 1997) is the doctrinal source for the military
decision-making process. It is focused on logical decision-making by a commander and his staff
on fighting a war. A team consisting of a commander and several staff members controls the
important factors in warfare. The military decision-making process has the following seven steps
provided by FM 101-5: 1) Receipt of mission, 2) Mission analysis, 3) Course of action
development, 4) Course of action analysis, 5) Course of action comparison, 6) Course of action
approval, and 7) Orders production. The planning process is usually time-constrained, making
estimation necessary. The commander has to decide how to shorten the process. This decision
driver as described in Figure 1, and represents the relationship between available time and the
levels of planning.

Figure 1: Planning continuum (Department of the Army, 1997)
Figure 1 explains that the more time that is available to make a plan, the less there is
involvement by the commander. In addition, when commanders have sufficient time to plan, the
flexibility of staff, development of courses of action and the level of the operation order will also
4

be better than when their time is limited. Thus, time is a very important factor in developing a
plan.
FM 3-06.11 (Department of the Army, 2002) provides basic operational actions in urban
terrain for soldiers. Table 1 shows the actions.
Table 1: Basic operational action (Department of the Army, 2002)
Actions
Hasty Attack (surprise attack)
Deliberate Attack (prepared)
Counterattack
Defense (expected)
Defense (unexpected)
Reconnoiter
Movement

With these actions, a team can construct a number of courses of actions. When time is
insufficient, the planning process does not consider various factors such as terrain, civil factors,
advantageous position, optional operations, and other factors (Department of the Army, 2002).
Long-term defense planning is a process that investigates possible future operating
situations and develops a plan for force structure to best fit the military assets to the situation
(NATO Research and technology organization, 2005).

Military training
Because the military field involves a high risk, simulation-based training systems have been
utilized for many years. Military training systems are used for weapon training as well as for
learning the operation of vehicles. However, the objectives in military training are more varied
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than those of non-military organizations. This includes training in how to deal with the
unanticipated actions of an opponent.

Figure 2 Training realism versus level of resourcing (Army, 1990)
Figure 2 (Department of the Army, 1990) shows a graph depicting execution level with realism
versus level of resources. Efficient training needs much more training resources and time. Live
fire exercises (LFX) use real humans to operate real equipments for an exercise. LFX closely
simulates real battlefield conditions and provides soldiers with a realistic experience similar to
actual combat. However, the exercise uses many soldiers at the same time and is expensive.
Also, this exercise might be very dangerous or impossible to carry out for a large number of units
using major weapon systems. Live exercise will remain in future training, but combat space, cost,
shifting equipments and time will restrict such exercises. Drills are another type of training tools
that are less immersive. They are used to practice decision-making without training devices. The
exercise would start with some trigger such as an enemy action or a leader’s brief order. Map
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exercises enable commanders to train their staff with military situations on maps, supplemented
with terrain models and sand tables. Map exercises can be executed at a low cost. These
exercises are easier to execute than a more realistic larger exercise. However, being less
immersive, they are thus less effective.
Situational Training Exercises (STX) take advantage of the limitation imposed by the
mission objectives, permit more realistic training than simple drills and cost less than LFX. SFX
uses virtual simulation, with real humans operating simulated equipment in a simulated
environment. Virtual simulations are used for individual combat systems for team training. But
networked virtual simulations can engage other virtual simulation. Because of their characteristic
of virtual simulations, these are usually made for the specific purpose of training. Therefore, this
type of simulation needs costly and complex simulation technology.
Constructive simulations are the largest and most broadly applied type of simulation for
teaching strategic or tactical decision-making. They use simulated humans operating simulated
equipment. Humans input some parameters, but they do not participate in determining the
outcomes. All human behavior comes from simulated human models. Human behaviors diverge
widely, but the behaviors derived from doctrines indicate ideal human behavior and infrequently
simulate unexpected behaviors. This type of simulation includes multiple purposes, such as
planning, training, force development, organizational analysis, and resource assessment. Typical
constructive systems include JANUS (a non-commercial military application), Navy Simulation
System (NSS), advanced air-to-air system performance evaluation model, and joint warfare
system (JWARS) (Pew and Mavor, 1998).
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Computer Generated Forces
DoD has been strongly interested in Computer Generated Forces (CGFs). CGFs have two
categories: 1) semi automated forces (SAFs) and 2) fully automated forces (National Research
Council, 1997). Military systems use CGFs to control adversary forces because simulated entities
controlled by human experts can be costly. SAFs are aggregated forces indirectly controlled by
the SAF operator who provides high-level direction, such as moving to the target with precaution
or occupying the building across the river. The SAFs then perform the low-level actions
autonomously. A major difficulty in developing the SAF is that humans learn and adapt faster
than do computer algorithms. To solve this problem, many efforts have employed artificial
intelligence (AI). Expert systems are developed by interviewing experts to learn the rules of
thumb used to solve problems and then setting the knowledge into the application in such a way
that the computer can use the expert knowledge to control the SAFs in the exercise without
experts. Case-based reasoning can be used to obtain knowledge from new experiences in realtime and add it to a knowledge base (National Research Council, 1997).

The role of Scenarios, Situation and Contexts in simulation-based training
It is clear from the discussion above that simulation-based training is a critical component of
force readiness not only for the US armed forces, but also those of most other advanced countries.
The objective of this section is to describe and discuss the important role played by scenarios,
situation and contexts in training simulations. We begin by defining those terms.
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The concepts of Scenario and Situation
A scenario can be defined as “An outline or model of an expected or supposed sequence
of events” (The American Heritage Dictionary, 2000). NATO Research and Technology
Organization (RTO) states that a scenario “portrays a possible future situation in which military
units and civilian resources are or might be employed.” (NATO RTO, 2005) The National
Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Prevention (NIED) investigated the modeling
of human behavior. NIED defines scenario as “the action pattern of routine work and completing
short term goals at disaster outbreak” (NIED, 2005). A situation can be defined as “includes all
the circumstances and things that are happening at a particular time and in a particular place.”
(The American Heritage Dictionary, 2000) In a military context, a scenario takes into
consideration various factors, such as enemy forces, friendly forces, training objectives,
configurations, situations including terrain, interactions, and constraint of executable events,
among other factors. In scenario generation, we define the blue forces (BF) to be the units of
forces friendly to the trainee force (TF), while the red force (RF) is the enemy force.
Scenarios support detailed evaluations of future operating situations and force-structure
solutions. Solutions of force structure to best fit a scenario are assumed by the speed of readiness
to the situations in the scenario. The readiness of a military unit in future operating situations is
linked to the training of its members. Simulations are used for quantitative analysis by replaying
a scenario in a long-term planning and evaluating the results (NATO Research and technology
organization, 2005).
Scenarios are prepared with models of entities, interactions, constraints, relationships and
historical context. In this thesis, we specifically define these terms as follows:
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Situation: the present state of affairs that includes all the things (e.g., the mission, enemy
strength and location, weather condition, friendly assets, etc.) that is happening at a particular
time and in a particular place.
Scenario: situation models of what will happen before the simulation starts and define
what should happen during the simulation runs. This can be defined as a type of initial scenario.
One goal of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is to
automatically generate new training initial scenarios (DARPA, 2006).

Subsequent dynamic scenario
While the initial scenario defines the situation at the start of the simulation, what happens
thereafter is equally important in providing the trainee with the appropriate subsequent situation
that will support the stated training objectives in the context of the mission. Scenarios, therefore,
must indicate the current events during the simulation runs and provide feedback after the
simulation runs (Cloud and Rainey, 1998). Davis (2005) suggests that this is the next challenge
in military modeling and simulation. All forces should be consistently dealt with a low-resolution
ratio of modeling behavior. This means that movements or behaviors of forces should not always
be behaviors modeled in detail but equally be modeled basic behaviors. However, entire
distribution of assumptions should model the behavior with high-resolution ratio, and this means
that when a model is selected in a situation, the model should be precisely simulated in depth.
What distribution should be used is dependent on simulated contexts. Without including various
cases, an analysis becomes insignificant. This can be defined as a type of subsequent dynamic
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scenario. The dynamic scenario can ensure efficient training throughout the entire simulation.
We adapt Davis’s suggestion of using context for military training.

Multiple scenario
If multiple scenarios are taken into consideration, one important feature of scenario generation is
to build multiple scenarios aligned with a certain theme. However, many training systems
specialize in training for factory workers, driver training, or training for aircraft pilots. These
training systems are making training enforceable by generating events that prompt the use of the
device by the trainees and be analyzing and evaluating their performance efficiently. These
events are arranged in chronological order as a scenario. Thus, these training systems are used
under limited training objectives because of their characteristics such as acquiring the known
skills for operating factory machines or examining a driver obeying traffic rules.
The scenarios can fundamentally influence the development of military systems in
modeling and simulation. If multiple scenarios are able to be generated automatically, this can
reduce the time to set up these factors for readiness. In modernization, the accuracy and
capability characteristics of infantry weapon systems must be tested against opposition that
includes brand-new forces. Scenarios can model multiple situations that include such new
opponent forces. In force structure, modeling and simulation can analyze alternative military
force structures. Using realistic synthetic environments, a wide variety of potential mission
scenarios can examine the effectiveness of different forces against a potential enemy. In
sustainability, combat models included with high-fidelity models for logistics are used to analyze
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combat sustainability. Using combat models, system logistics and maintenance demands can be
determined.

Context-based Reasoning
The enemy forces in a simulation (RF) probably play the largest role in presenting an appropriate
learning situation to the TF in the dynamic subsequent scenario. These RFs must be carefully
designed to obtain the desired effects. For representation of an RF in scenario, it is important not
only to consider the initial scenario but also the subsequent dynamic scenario. We employ
context-based reasoning as the vehicle for representing the RF in the subsequent dynamic
scenario.
When humans attempt to accomplish a mission, tactical decisions in each situation are
made repeatedly. Context-based Reasoning (CxBR) is a reasoning paradigm that can efficiently
develop the human behavior model for such tactical situations (Gonzalez and Ahlers, 1998). This
paradigm is selected to represent RF behavior in scenario generation.
CxBR is based on the following concepts: 1) humans think in terms of the contexts in
which they find themselves 2) contexts control an intelligent agent’s actions. A context defines
the actions that an intelligent agent takes under the context. Furthermore, a context also defines
to what other context the agent should transition when the situation changes. These definitions to
a context are limited by the chance to occur. CxBR has been shown to be more advantageous
than rule-based systems (Gonzalez and Ahlers, 1998).
Contexts are divided into three hierarchy levels: 1) Mission context, 2) Major context and
3) Minor-context. Mission context is the top of the hierarchy includes a specific overall task or
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objective which provides knowledge of what the agent’s goal is and when this agent’s reaches
the goal. The major contexts are found below the mission context. They are the main control
element for agent behavior in CxBR. A major context encapsulates the knowledge about
appropriate actions needed for the different situations. At any time, the agent handles a single
major context as the active context. The minor-contexts are below the major contexts. Minorcontexts cover lower level of actions that are reusable and repeatable (Gallagher, Gonzalez and
DeMara, 2000).
A CxBR model is executed by assigning a mission to the agent. When the model executes,
the default context is activated as the first major context assigned by the mission context. The
agent monitors the situation based on sentinel rules that can be used to determine when a
transition becomes necessary. When the agent becomes aware that transition logic is applicable,
the appropriate context is selected by the sentinel rules and control transitions to a new active
context. The agent repeats this procedure until the mission is accomplished (Lorins, Brezillon
and Gonzalez, 2004). CxBR is considered as effective way to represent CGF in a scenario
generation.

Scenario generation
Some systems have specified only the initial conditions to a scenario and thereafter allow the
modification of the scenario in real-time in reaction to a trainee’s actions, so that the scenario can
be significantly changed by a trainee’s actions during the training run. However, there is a
problem with this method. The training has possibly lost its initial objective because of the
freedom in subsequently changing the scenario. Other systems specify key events as scenario
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scripts that must happen. The idea is that the system guarantees to provide a particular training
situation and tasks to the TF. Thus, the system is able to gather information about that particular
scenario. However, the scenario does not have enough flexibility for unexpected trainee’s
reactions (The Navy Human Performance Center (HPC) SPIDER, 2006).

General method of scenario generation
An example of general method of scenario generation for a radar system follows: Field Exercise
Mode (FEM) is an off-line computer program provided with the radar system. The radar system
furnishes the program with realistic operating scenarios for the operator for the purpose of
evaluating and improving his proficiency. The scenarios include real-time simulation of forces
firing weapons. The common steps for generating a training scenario using Field Exercise Mode
(FEM) are as follows: 1) Determine training goals, 2) Analyze resources of training areas and
availability of support, 3) Generate an operation order (OPORD) that determines the
commander’s priorities and targeting criteria, 4) Generate a plan for updating and changing the
tactical movement and 5) Generate a detailed scenario for the training goals (FM 3-09.12
Department of the Army, 2002).
Conventionally, human trainers have to build the scenarios by hand each time, according
to the level of a trainee, trainee class and training objectives. By these conventional methods, the
diversity of a scenario has largely depended on the knowledge and experience of the trainers.
Thus, it becomes difficult to generate a variety of scenarios in battle scenes. Therefore, the
trainers spend much time and effort in generating one suitable scenario according to the
objectives and level of a trainee. A method for data management and scenario generation
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assistance has become an active field of research in order to be able to help with handling a
variety of scenario reference data. Moreover, globalization of the network through the Internet
has also spread throughout military training and has been used to generate training scenarios that
cover more complicated training forms. This includes networked cooperation of various training
systems utilizing High Level Architecture (HLA) as well as joint training for the armed forces of
several countries.
There are two concepts for generating scenarios for military simulation: 1) Training and
Doctrine Command (TRADOC) scenario (Department of the Army, 2005) and 2) Military
Scenario Definition Language (MSDL) (SISO, 2005)

Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) scenario
The United States Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) deals with war-gaming
and simulations for Army forces to support evaluation of the development of operational
doctrine and plan, force design, and realization of new weapons systems. The TRADOC standard
scenarios for combat development are one of regulations for management of generating a
scenario in the army. In this regulation, a scenario is defined as “a tool that supports the
evaluation of Army doctrine, organizations, training, material, leadership and education,
personnel, and facilities (DOTMLPF).” (Department of the Army, 2005) In this regulation, there
are five characteristics: 1) Realistic, 2) Reasonable, 3) Robust, 4) Reusable and 5) Responsive. A
realistic scenario depicts consistently appropriate forces and tactics on real terrain in expected
situations. Budget plans of the army, strategic plans of force structure and intelligence
preparations against an enemy or potential enemy develop the projected or programmed forces.
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Once a base case for a scenario is generated, it should consider developing unexpected forces in
a scenario. However, the scenario has to be acceptable for senior leaders. Operations in a
scenario should be acceptable, suitable and feasible. Tense situations or combat actions are
provided for use in measuring the capabilities of doctrinal concepts, tactics, forces, weapon
systems and comparison among alternatives. The scenario must provide robustness with
combined arms operations (maneuver, fires, command and control, logistics, air defense, etc.) in
well-documented and represented environments for various forces. The scenario is applicable
over a variety of the military simulation studies. The scenario has to be generated with various
standpoints. The scenario design must meet the analytical and decision-making needs of the
Army and the OSD (Office of the Secretary of the Defense). (Department of the Army, 2005)

Specifications for: Military Scenario Definition Language (MSDL)
MSDL is now being developed for military training simulations at the Simulation
Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO). A simulation scenario can be generated using
the MSDL. The MSDL will be used for standard scenario generation method provided to the
simulations with mechanism for loading a scenario and sharing it with other systems. It will also
serve to improve the scenario consistency between the federated simulations. MSDL is defined
using Extensible Markup Language (XML) schema. In the definition of MSDL, the simulation
scenario contains the factors described: 1) A reference to the terrain database, 2) Data for
environment objects, weather attributes, sides, forces, relationships, 3) Entities and units and
their specific data attributes, 4) Order, control measures and overlay data, 5) A reference to the
data collection specifications, 6) Specific simulation initial setting, 7) General scenario data and
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categorization data (SISO, 2005). MSDL is the link between planning and execution for any
training system.

Nonmilitary Scenario generation
A scenario can be utilized to describe the future environment in all aspects of social life. Sakata,
Sadato, and Kobayashi (1996) created three scenarios to depict the future trend of old people's
welfare in the field of social welfare: 1) calm scenario (surprise-free scenario), 2) more rapidly
changing scenario, and 3) more gently changing scenario. In a long-term forecasting, the
extension of a past trend is not merely the case of prediction. It is necessary that a prediction
considers the form of a new social tendency such as medical innovation or changing global
environment, and varies the target under modifications on the existing social system. For
instance, when generating a ten-year plan for the number of aged people requiring care in ten
years, a business goal will be formed and a measure of the problems of social welfare system
will be devised. The case where the number of aged people requiring care in ten years is the
same as expected according to statistical data is set as a calm scenario. The case where the
people unexpectedly increase compared to statistical data is characterized as a more rapidly
changing scenario. The case where the number of people is only slightly changed is
characterized as a more gently changing scenario. Creating three scenarios that provide variation
will bring predictable future outcome. Human society has many complex variables that are
difficult to determine and predict; therefore, the calm scenario sometimes may lead to the false
conclusion. Combining the qualitative prospect and the quantitative prospect is significant for
views of future life. Otherwise, the description may become ambiguous.
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Human behaviors have some patterns that will be applied in recognized situations. Even
in an unknown situation like an earthquake, humans do not deductively solve a problem but
combinatorily perform some patterned behaviors. For example, activity during evacuation is
discussed. After the start of the disaster, if a person is able to move, he or she will either listen to
emergency broadcast on radio or leave the building. If there is an evacuation order or there is a
case of danger around a building, he or she tries to move to a shelter. In that case, if he or she
knows where the shelter is located he or she goes to the shelter. Otherwise, people search for a
shelter by themselves, following or asking someone. These activities are not trained actions, but
based on a person’s everyday practical behavior. These activities are described as a state chart
with conditional divergent and loop. NIED tried to build a model as an agent who expresses the
scenario as patterns of action that represent the simple action target such as evacuation, report
and rescue, and sets of rules to solve a task. Furthermore, a scenario is very important in making
movies, plays, and animated pictures (Mino et al., 1999). The scenario serves as an important
element that determines the flow and theme of the entire work.
In addition, in the business world, the Project Management Association of Japan (PMAJ)
describes scenario as follows: (PMAJ, 2004) The leader in the company should express a vision
for employees or customers that sets up the path to achieve "the way the company should be"
from "the company’s present form". A scenario performs the bridging function that turns a
present problem setting to the future solution. The level expected of the scenario is 1) Issue
Setting, 2) Solution Implication, 3) Road Map, 4) methodology, and 5) performance.
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Scenario planning
In a business enterprise, there exists a method for utilizing a scenario to predict future
deployment of the business plan. Scenario planning is the strategic decision-making method to
address an uncertain future, assuming two or more future environments. Schwartz (1991), who
studies scenario planning specifically, divides these into the following steps:
1. Clarify the problem to be decided.
2. Clarify the key factors in a part of business environment.
3. Enumerate the driving forces.
4. Classify key factors and driving forces by importance and uncertainty.
5. Select scenario logic.
6. Flesh out the scenario.
7. Think about scenario meaning.
The business forecast seems to not be particularly related to military training. However, the
reaction after an unexpected incident happens in the course of business will be too slow for
appropriate decision-making. Building various scenarios for executing adequate decision-making
is significant for preparing for unexpected situations. If the scenario planning above can be
considered in a military training system, the planning now becomes the following:
1. Determine the kind and the simulated conditions of the training scenario.
2. Determine the factor that influences target achievement of objective.
3. List the driving forces of the environment that affect the factor listed in Step 2 (duty,
experience, ability, etc.).
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4. Classify the factor and the list that enumerates Steps 2 and 3 by importance and
uncertainty.
5. Determine the time flow of the training scenario.
6. Examine various events that can occur from the training member's judgment.
7. Confirm whether there is a situation where the scenario comes to dead end, etc.
Generating a scenario in business and military training can be executed in almost the same
process as stated above.

Storyboard and storytelling
Storyboard is a method of scenario generation in the film industry. When an idea for a new film
story occurs to a film director, the director pitches the idea to his or her film development team.
When the team understands the idea of the story, the team will summarize the main idea of the
story as a scenario. The generated scenario arranges events in chronological order and makes a
storyboard. Many scenarios of the same idea are generated in order to find the right balance
between solid ideas and open possibilities. Then, the detail of the idea will be discussed and
developed through a storyboard. A storyboard is “like a hand-drawn comic book version of the
movie and serves as the blueprint for the action and dialogue” (Pixar.com, 2006). The team
members obtain images for prepared knowledge of what the film wants to describe in the scene.
This prepared information helps determine suitable camera work.
A storyboard is used for describing a final image sequence composed of scenes
described in a scenario. A storyboard describes a scene with picture and text information such as
positions, directions, actions and time. In addition, communications and gestures are described
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by units of events in a storyboard. A storyboard further illustrates a point of context and
synchronization for each event, hierarchy and causal relationship. When a film is designed
entirely in a real time story, the creator would work inefficiently. A storyboard would be
represented as categorized situations: 1) atmospheric, 2) narrative and 3) critical (Brooker, 2006).
Some events in a story are critically important while others are simply required for the narrative
or as atmosphere for a more important event. These categorized situations are represented as
camera angle and frame composition. Generally, a long shot which establishes a scene’s setting
such as in introductory part is used to provide atmosphere to the situation. When a shot extends
on a person full length, the shot is called a middle shot. A middle shot is used for narrative. A
close-up shot that extends from either the waist to the head or the shoulder blade to the hair, as
well as a very tight close-up shot that is section of the face only, is used for critical scenes. After
that, a step of making film will be a test recording to check the flow of the storyboards, the
process includes consideration of the length of time and appropriateness in the given context.
Then, a film will be made with the storyboards.
In a military context, storyboard is a layout that includes actions and detailed graphic
description of a single frame or series of frames, arranged sequentially (DoD, 2001). When
developing a virtual training system, a storyboard needs to consider the system operation. To
organize information, storyboards are used for assembling the fragmented information by
creating and organizing charts that portray words or pictures to describe and visualize the
situation. The storyboard identifies essential necessities and sources for information. This is
helpful for developing the system (Cloud and Rainey, 1998).
Another technique for representing of scenes is storytelling. When producing a realistic
situation, high quality engineering techniques such as high-resolution graphics and science-based
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modeling objects are necessary. However, skilled storytelling techniques also help participants
immersed in a virtual situation. One of the objectives of simulation is to use the simulation
experience to help participants learn to make the correct decisions and take the correct actions.
The movie and game industry has significant experience in creating simulated experiences to
make participants believe the reality of the scenario. Thus, If the scenario tries to produce a more
immersive situation, the system should consider contexts, such as the right sound effect, cue
timing and visual expressions. It makes participants immersed emotionally (National Research
Council, 1997).

A short summary and conclusion
At this point, the reader should understand the meaning and importance of a scenario, both initial
and dynamic, in a training simulation. The reader should also understand that generating
scenarios for training simulation is a difficult, time-consuming and expensive task. The
following chapter looks at how other researchers have approached the scenario generation task.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Many approaches to scenario generation have been tried in the modeling and simulation
community. The efforts of the researchers found in the literature can be classified as being of two
types 1) scenario management and 2) scenario assistance. A literature review of the state-of-theart of the research on scenario generation follows.

Scenario management systems
Trias and Mathias (2003) focused on rapid scenario generation and reusability in the simulations.
They tried to automatically transform selected scenario data for one system into the desired
format for other systems. They described this process with a combination of three technologies:
automatic parser generation, repository architectures (XML), and Information Retrieval (IR)
techniques. Automatic parser generation with higher abstraction level tools (e.g. JavaCC) can
generate codes that represents a scenario in a particular simulation language. Repository
architectures using XML have the advantage that XML can effectively store a scenario’s data
from different formats to universal treatment of the scenario. Various scenarios are able to be
stored in a single repository of simulation entities. The IR models were described by the authors
as “designed to return scenario information in a ranked order, by their degree of relevance to the
query terms.” IR techniques are able to return specific levels of requested information. They can
also transform the scenario format rapidly and be reused. Trias and Mathias tried to generate a
scenario from a single repository to fit any training system not in the same formats. Their work
was done under the assumption that a scenario was already created. The tool can generate a
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scenario according to the system format, but only after a scenario is already created. Thus, the
tool does not automatically generate an original scenario from the training objectives or missions.
Buiel and Kampen (2004) focused on self-directed training and self-assessment with
scenario management tools. Their research objective was to develop a method of generating and
maintaining a scenario suitable for the trainee without burdening the trainee. Self-directed
training is defined as the team being responsible for the training preparation, execution, analysis,
and debrief on its own. The authors try to develop two approaches to scenario management
methods to reduce the burden on a training team member. One method for scenario management
is a peer-to-peer organization model. This method defines how each team member serves as an
evaluator of another member and helps train other members. All team members can evaluate the
team mutually and have a clear sense of purpose for the training. Moreover, the ability to expect
effective training is the most significant advantage of this method. However, observing others
while training and evaluating others after training ends places a considerable burden on the team
members. The scenario management tool proposed by Buiel and Kampen is used as the solution.
With this tool, it is possible to do the following three things: 1) Enter the objective of the training
and use it for briefing before training. The evaluation, along with the training objective of the
observer, is recorded with the characters or the voice messages while executing training. 2) After
training, the event under training is recognized automatically and used to objectively analyze the
team performance after training. 3) The evaluation by the observers who saw the training action
from each standpoint is arranged and displayed in chronological order for each training member.
The objective of the evaluation was specified with this tool, including what each evaluator had to
evaluate. Moreover, the evaluation became feasible by automatic collection of events. However,
a team member is still a training member as well as an observer. It is difficult to execute all the
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evaluations while training. Moreover, this method is limited to comparatively simple, small-scale
training. It is not a tool that can be used effectively in a complex large-scale training exercise.
The second method of scenario management is the facilitator organization method that separates
the training member from the observer. The advantage of this technique is that the training
member can concentrate on being trained because the observer, who is called a facilitator,
observes the training. The training objectives are sorted by the facilitators with the technique.
The scenario management tool has been improved to apply it for this method. As a result,
scenario generation for executing complex training becomes possible. In addition, it becomes
possible to provide information to the observer during training. Moreover, a training member's
behavior and response time to the scenario event are automatically recorded and analyzed. As a
result, a more accurate and quicker evaluation becomes possible. This can lead to more effective
training.
However, when a person who is well-versed in the skill or task becomes an evaluator, he
will need to comfortably engage a particular system. This is potentially the weak point of this
tool because training objectives force the facilitator to role as an expert. There is a concern that
the training scenario is not generated effectively and appropriately for the trainee needs.
Furthermore, the facilitator has to set the behaviors of the agents for each event. The patterns of
the agent behaviors are unlimited. However, training schedule and scenario developer knowledge
are limited. Therefore, it is difficult to create complex natural human behavior within such
limitations. Both techniques help the evaluation of the team being trained with respect to the
training objectives. However, how a scenario is generated from the training objective is not well
described in their paper. A flexible scenario has to include changeable situations that include the
events and actions in every training exercise.
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Scenario generation method in The One Semi-Automated Forces (OneSAF)
The OneSAF is a next generation CGF simulation system that can represent a full range of
operations, systems, and control process at brigade level and below, with a variable level of
fidelity that supports all modeling and simulation domains. The OneSAF includes scenario
management architecture. The method of scenario generation in OneSAF is described as follows.
The OneSAF program is composed of two major components: the OneSAF Testbed Baseline
(OTB) and OneSAF Objective System (OOS). The OOS is the main system of the OneSAF
program (Wittman and Harrison, 2001; Dumanoir, Pemberton and Samper, 2004). Figure 3
shows a military scenario generation environment function. The scenario is generated by using
Military Scenario Development Environment (MSDE), a PC-based program for the training
simulation and the MSDL interface (Gately et al., 2002). A scenario manager reads the necessary
elements for scenario executions such as information of non-combat organization and various
databases for a suitable military power. The system outputs a complete scenario with Microsoft
PowerPoint for trainers and trainees. A scenario execution file can be generated with XML
(Galvin et al., 2005).
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Scenario
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& Exercise
Objects
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Figure 3: Military scenario generation environment functional block diagram (Galvin et al.,
2005)
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During the scenario generation phase, the user can generate a scenario in the MSDE format in
one of two ways: 1) the user imports the information from an existing military scenario
generated by MSDE; 2) the user generates a new information with the OneSAF Simulation
Scenario Development Environment (SSDE) developed for OneSAF specific scenario generation
environment (Gugel and Miller, 2003). Whether the user imports or creates a new scenario, the
user has to define all of the information on his own. This is time-consuming and hard to maintain
consistency in the scenario.
OneSAF with computer-generated forces is an effective training system for the military
and has been adopted in various types of military systems. Manual scenario generation tools are
used by the OneSAF systems such as MSDE and SSDE. However, the scenario generation
process in this system still requires great effort from trainers and is a very time-consuming task.
Furthermore, the work finds it difficult to adhere to the U.S. Army TRADOC regulation.

Scenario assistance systems
Fisher et al. (2002) developed an initial tool for event development and scenario generation. It is
a web-based approach that uses Java and an Oracle database. The purpose is to develop a tool to
effectively plan, specify and schedule the training. It is not specifically stated in their paper, but
it is assumed that it is used in theater-level training. The tool they constructed was the serverclient method of web-based approach. This tool is composed of two components: the planning
component and the administrative component. The planning component focuses on scenario
generation by two or more persons, and presentation of scenario events to the scenario
developers. This component can work quickly between long distances so that there is exchange
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of emails when large-scaled practices are planned. Database management can ensure consistency
in an event and scenario generation. The administrator designates a rank to a user and limits the
access to a particular simulation system. Furthermore, the administrator can grasp the progress of
the planning process. In addition, it can be used for generating presentation resources to explain
scenario events to another person in PowerPoint or HTML format. The administrative
component facilitates control of the management developing a scenario. This component is a
function similar to a general server administrator. It can manage the user permission levels, or
manage providing information in the repository. All simulation sites are registered in the
repository. Scenario developers are also registered in the repository for controlling an entity to be
used in a scenario. After registered the entities by the scenario developer, the entity is showed up
in the repository. The entity can be used in all simulation sites. The administrative component
controls this process. A concrete conclusion is not set forth by the authors. However, this
technique is only an improvement on the method of assistance in providing information for
scenario generation. The issues about inconsistency of generating the same scenario as a result of
the developer’s experiences and various strategies of the developer are not solved. Fisher et al.
built a scenario generation engine in this technique. However, adjustments are not made
automatically. Training can be more effectively enforceable when several scenario developers
discuss and decide their strategies of generating a scenario.
Shin et al., (2002) investigated the effectiveness of the use of an advisor tool to generate
scenarios in training simulations in the military domain. The tool has two main features that
effectively generate scenarios. One is a function to increase traceability between scenario
narratives and model components. The scenario narrative composes the set of model components.
The position and related component in scenario schema diagram are highlighted. It becomes easy
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to understand the location of the component within the flow of the scenario. When the scenario
developer focuses on any component tags from scenario narrative window, the related schema
diagram is opened. The other feature is a function to help scenario generation by advising on the
setting of suitable task component for users. A component in scenario schema diagram is
selected. A hint to help generate the scenario based on the property of the component is
displayed. This function assists in generating scenarios without contradiction. To evaluate the
validity of this tool, Shin et al. used 20 test subjects who are not experts at scenario generation.
Ten testers individually generated scenarios of a missile mission with the tool. The other ten
generated scenarios individually of the same mission with paper-based information.
The testers were given limited time to complete scenario generation. Both groups had
several members familiar with military domain respectively. However, others hardly knew the
military domain. No one had experience with scenario design, although several had experience
making scenarios. Two kinds of experiments were executed: 1) generating new scenarios and 2)
generating variation of scenarios. As for the evaluation, the following five standards were used;
(1) Length of directions of scenario components, (2) directions of scenario schema areas, and
scenario, (3) different themes or plots, and (4) good and detailed story. The results of the
experiments indicated that most test subjects in the group with the tool achieved scores of more
than 80% in new scenario generation. All other group testers achieved scores of less than 80%.
In the variation scenario generation test, three subjects in the tool group evaluated at
approximately 60%, although six persons had perfect marks in the group with the tool. In the
group without the tool, four subjects achieved 0 points while two subjects achieved perfection.
As a result, it is easy for the user to use the tool to understand when the scenario is newly
generated and to understand the relation of the scenario component. Moreover, it can effectively
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understand the meaning of the component. However, the tool is not so effective because of the
large influence of the presence of the domain knowledge in scenario variation generation.
This tool has some problems. First, the tool provides a “hint” function but it did not argue
what hint it should provide. The determination of users of scenario generation may change
depending on how to give a hint. For instance, if it can be visualized how the selected attribute
influences the scenario, the users can rapidly generate a better scenario. When a new scenario is
generated, the tool is comparatively effective. However, to prepare various scenarios, skilled
experts in the domain are needed. In addition, it is not very effective when scenario generation is
more complex, such as when it is necessary to include in the scenario naval and air assets in
addition to that of ground forces. In Shin’s experiment, there were no experts participating. If
there is a difference in the quality of the scenario generation between an expert and a beginner,
there will be a problem in the effectiveness of the tool. Therefore, it cannot be judged as
effective from this experiment alone. As for a scenario generation by the beginners, the scenario
can be different even with a good tool. The automatic scenario generation is effective for solving
this problem.
Barba et al., (2006) developed a software tool called VECTOR-SE for authoring
scenarios in the Virtual Environment Cultural Training for Operational Readiness (VECTOR)
system. In their paper, the authors discuss improvement of the authoring process for scenario
generation. When an instructor inputs actions applicable for scenario events, VECTOR-SE will
generate the scenario. VECTOR-SE reduces the time to develop a scenario. When the instructor
develops scenario events without the aid of VECTOR-SE, the instructor generally spends two
months to finish his work. With the help of VECTOR-SE, the instructor can generate a scenario
in only three days. Furthermore, VECTOR-SE provides the event-list to the instructor during
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training as well as in after-action-review. The instructor can thus easily evaluate the trainees.
However, if the instructor wants to generate scenarios that are different (e. g., forces, behaviors,
positioning or enemy behaviors) from the same training objective, the instructor has to input
these again. Thus, the behaviors are not created automatically.

Brief Conclusion
The research reviewed, although very worthwhile and impressive, still requires significant effort
by the scenario developers. No one to date has succeeded in building a completely automated
scenario generator by merely entering the training objectives and mission description. This
research addresses exactly this need. The following chapter concisely defines the problem
addressed by our work.
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CHAPTER THREE: PROBLEM STATEMENT

General Problem
Building scenarios for use in training simulations can be difficult. There are generally three
scenario development approaches: 1) scenario management, which systematically builds the
training plans, 2) scenario generation assistance, whose function is to assist in developing events,
and 3) automatic scenario generation, which builds a scenario without troubling the trainers at all.
Many researchers have investigated the scenario management and the scenario generation
assistance aspects (Trias and Mathias, 2003; Buiel and Kampen, 2004; Shin et al, 2003). In
addition, these current approaches already propose a variety of ways to build and manage a
scenario (Trias and Mathias, 2003; Buiel and Kampen, 2004). However, the scenarios are still
built by the trainer. Many scenario generation tools merely help trainers perform their work of
creating new scenario events for a particular training objective. As a result, in order to generate
complex, but differing scenarios, the trainer must still invest significant effort. Therefore, when
using the same scenario in the same mission exercise, by obtaining information from the units
who had trained before, the next trainees will be able to act with some advantages. Furthermore,
when the same force trains many times in the same mission exercise, it is difficult to assess the
effect of the particular mission experience and the improvements in fighting techniques. In order
to execute training effectively, an advance in scenario generation tools to fully automated
scenario generation systems would represent a highly desirable improvement. Until a decade ago,
U.S. military considered Iron Curtain countries as the RFs. However, the conflict has becomes
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global after the collapse of the Soviet Union. Because there is little accumulation of knowledge
and experience about new styles of combat, the logic that generates a scenario automatically has
not yet been established.

Specific Problem
Although there are many reasons for the importance of automatic scenario generation, the
following factors can be the most significant:
1) More specialized training scenarios are required for efficient training in complex tasks.
However, because of the difficulties in generating a specified scenario, the scenario does not
always produce good results for the trainees. Because development of a scenario is very
complicated and time-consuming work, or the scenario developer may not have enough
knowledge about specific situations, the scenario developer sometimes finds it hard to consider
all possible scene options.
2) The combat scene is diversified. It is not always easy for unskilled trainers to
determine what should be included in the scenarios for effective training. There are some
applications that manage information for generating a scenario, but they merely provide
information in large quantities, not control for generating scenarios. The trainers need to get
information about what factor would be needed on the mission.
3) The scenario does not typically consider the CGF’s behavior representation very much.
Therefore, the RF’s behavior in the scenario is always the same behavior however, the trainee
acts.
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Above all, the difficulty of the scenario generation is considered as the necessity of the
representations of a variety of forces. Another difficulty of the scenario generation is the
complexity of making diverse scenarios with clear, reasonable stories in the subsequent dynamic
scenario. When the problem is solved, the scenario generation will be more efficient, effective
and consistent for both the trainers and the trainees.

Hypothesis
A system can be developed that generates a scenario automatically in a given simulation system
when a trainer provides specific conditions. Even when the trainer-provided conditions are the
same, this system can generate different, yet equivalent scenario events to ensure that fresh
training is always offered to trainees. In addition, the RF behaviors can be variable every time
after the simulation runs, so that the system can generate a subsequent dynamic scenario.

Contributions
The following contribution resulted from this thesis:
1) Developed the algorithm to generate initial scenarios with storyboard when provided with
input conditions.
2) Developed an approach to generate subsequent dynamic scenario with CxBR.
3) Developed a prototype system that incorporates the algorithms above.
4) Generated results from an evaluation of the prototypes.
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE METHOD OF GENERATING A SCENARIO
This chapter describes the general approach for developing a method capable of automatically
generating a training scenario of arbitrary complexity. The resulting scenarios include both the
initial scenario, as well as the dynamic subsequent scenario.

General Overview of Approach
Initially, an instructor inputs training conditions via a user interface. The instructor selects a
training objective and mission objectives from a menu list provided by the system. Training
objectives are described as short phrases, such as “learning how to march on a position” and
“learning how to defend a position against the enemy”. Mission objectives can also be described
as phrases such as “road march to a position” and “secure a building”. Then, the instructor
selects a level for the training exercise, such as novice, intermediate, advanced or expert. Next,
the instructor selects the scenario generation mode as automatic or manual. Depending on the
choice of training level, some conditions can be determined automatically, such as the number of
friendly and enemies forces (few, some, many), the enemy strength (weak, armored, intelligent),
enemy location (wide open, concealed) and tactics of the enemy (disorganized, aggressive,
surprised, hit-and-run). Then, environmental conditions are specified by the instructor, such as
terrain (pavement road, soil, vegetation, desert, jungle, mountain, etc.), environment (shielding,
such as a building or a rock) and weather conditions (day or night, rain, snow, fog, cold, hot,
mild, etc.), and other factors. Because they are heavily dependent on the training objectives,
these factors are better chosen by the instructor. However, the system can provide preset
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environmental conditions if requested. For example, specifying a Middle East winter set, the
system can offer the terrain as a mountainous region, the weather condition as dry, cold and
sunny, etc. The instructor will also have the option of overriding the automatic determination of
the above parameters and inputting them manually and explicitly. Lastly, if the instructor wants
to consider other factors such as additional constraints, time, and priorities of events or
storyboards, these must be set manually.
After the initial conditions are specified as above, the system produces storyboards
representing training derived from training objectives and/or mission objectives. Storyboards
involve enemies with roles, positions and tactics within the trainee’s contexts. These roles,
positions and tactics are designed to elicit from the trainee the behaviors, actions or skills he/they
is/are to learn. The location in a storyboard is selected around the critical resources. For example,
when a mission is to attack an enemy, the location in a storyboard can be selected from bridge
near the forest which is occupied by the enemy or a building on the top of the hill which is
controlled by the enemy.
Next, the expected trainee’s action flows are generated in chronological order as several
contexts and their transitions, events and tasks for each storyboard, with an estimated time for
the entire training mission. These set a trainee’s conditions and standards that depend on the
initial scenario configuration. It puts the training mission into motion, adding time and expected
actions on the part of all actors.
Finally, the setting of data such as position of training field or contexts about fixed
situations is translated to an application format. The system also prepares for events to occur
later. Figure 4 depicts this process graphically.
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1. Instructor inputs objectives to be learned
- training objectives
- mission objectives
- level of training (novice, intermediate, advanced, expert)
- trainee scale (platoon, company, battalion)
- trainee type (infantry, artillery, engineer, cavalry, combined choices)
- generation mode (automatic, manual)

2. Instructor inputs environmental conditions (can also be determined
automatically by the system if the user requests so)
- terrain
- environment
- weather conditions

3. Instructor inputs other factors (can also be determined automatically by the
system if the user requests so)
- constraints
- time
- priorities

4. System generates storyboards
- constructs a description of desired scenarios to be faced by the trainer
at different times throughout the missions

5. System generates sequence of contexts likely to be faced by trainee
- several events and tasks

6. System generates a scenario and sets it up in the simulation
Figure 4: Steps of generating scenario
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The Automated Scenario Generation System (ASGS)
The Automated Scenario Generation System (ASGS) generates a scenario event automatically
for a military-based training system with some randomization to ensure that no two equivalent
scenarios are identical. The ASGS makes training consistent, yet slightly differing training
scenarios that can be easily built for different sets of trainees. This is important when several
groups of trainees are evaluated at nearly the same time. The development of the ASGS is
discussed in this section.
ASGS has several features:
•

Establishes the training and mission objectives.

•

Enables customization of the initial conditions.

•

Divides terrain into several situations as storyboards which are automatically generated.

•

Sets action contexts of both trainee forces and enemies to each storyboard.

•

Translates a data format to a training system that adapt SVS (the Synthetic Virtual
System) desktop systems in the prototype ASGS.

The following Figure 5 describes the ASGS system. The upper row represents a general training
system. The lower one represents the ASGS developed in this investigation.
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Training simulation system
Simulation

Terrain
> battle field
> buildings etc.

Environment
> seasons
> time and wind
> weather etc.

Scenarios
> events
> simple CGF

The Automated Scenario
Generation System (ASGS)
Set initial conditions
(instructor inputs)

Generates scenario events
(ASGS generates)

Objectives
-training objectives
-mission objectives
-level of training
-trainee scale and type
-generation mode

Generates a scenario file that fits
to the simulation

Generates sequence of contexts
-several events and tasks

Environmental conditions
-terrain, environment
-weather conditions
-constraints
-time, priorities

Generates storyboards

Figure 5: ASGS System description
The ASGS generates the scenario and the work flow as described in the following Figure 6.
There are two phases: 1) sets initial conditions and 2) generates scenario event.
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Sets initial conditions

Start the ASGS
Step 1: Read required conditions:
mission and training objectives and
training level
Step 2: Select generation mode:
automatic

manual

Step 3: Set trainee scale and type:
Based on the training level
no

Step 3: Set trainee scale and type:
Based on the training level

Is there
terrain data?
yes

Step 4:Set default terrain data

Step 4: Read a terrain data

Step 5: Set an environment conditions:
Selects weather and environment condition
based on training level

Step 5: Read Environment conditions:
terrain, enviromnetal, weather condition

Step 6: Set other conditions:
Selects constraints, time and priorities
based on mission objectives

Step 6: Read other conditions:
If yes, sets constraints, time and
priorities

Step 7: Change setting
conditions:
yes

Change data ?
no
Next step

Figure 6: Flow chart of setting initial conditions
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The following discussion describes the steps in Figure 6 in greater detail:
Step 1) The instructor sets required training conditions via a user interface. Mission
objectives and training objectives are supplied with pull-down menus by the ASGS. Both
objectives include action, target and terrain data. For instance, the mission objective would be
“occupy a building on a nearby hill” and the training objective would be “How to attack the
building”. Table 2 shows considerable actions, target and terrain. Both the mission and training
objectives can select several goals.
Table 2: Actions, target and terrain in a mission objective or a training objective
Actions
Attack (surprise attack)
Attack (To be prepared)
Defense (expected)
Defense (unexpected)
Reconnoiter
March
Patrol (routine)
Guard (with precautions)
Entry
Occupy
Seek over

Target
Military unit
Bridge
Building

Terrain
Road
Plains
Hills
Forests
Deserts
Marsh
Rivers
Lakes
Mountain
City

Step 2) After the instructor selects the mission and training objectives, ASGS provides
the list of possible levels of difficulty to be selected for the training exercise. The instructor
selects the level of difficulty from the list such as novice, intermediate, advanced or expert.
Step 3) The instructor selects the mode, automatic scenario generation or manually
specify a scenario. Automatic mode does not mean fully automatic. The instructor can change
the generated scenario as well in the automatic mode.
Step 4) When the instructor selects automatic mode, ASGS then internally selects
conditions such as the number of friendly and the enemy forces, the enemy strength, enemy
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location and enemy tactics. Table 3 describes the possible values for these attributes. When the
instructor selects manual mode, the instructor selects these conditions directly.
Table 3: The relation to the training level and the conditions in the automatic mode

The attributes
The number of BF
The number of RF
The RF strength
The RF location
The tactics of RF

Novice
Many
Few
Weak
Wide open
Disorganized

The training level
Intermediate Advanced
Some
Few
Some
Many
Armored
Armored
Wide open
Concealed
Surprised
Aggressive

Expert
Few
Many
Intelligent
Concealed
Hit-and -run

Step 5) ASGS reads basic terrain data or creates the basic terrain from the objectives. In
this prototype, the system only reads the basic terrain data. This means that ASGS recognizes the
terrain size and types. ASGS provides the environmental condition such as weather and visibility,
time of day, seasons and weather conditions (described in Table 4).
Table 4: The weather, time and seasons
The training level
Novice
Intermediate
Advanced
Dark rainy day
Weather and visibility Bright sunny day Cloudy day
Daytime
Dusk or sunrise Sunset
Time
The attributes

Seasons and weather
conditions

Expert
Snowy or fog day
Between sunset
and dawn
Warm and sunny Cold winter day Cold winter day Cold winter day or
spring day
hot summer day

Step 6) The instructor can customize these factors and other conditions such as priority of
events or storyboards, additional constraints and time.
Step 7) After setting initial conditions, ASGS displays the initial conditions selected and
asks the instructor whether he wants to change conditions. If yes, ASGS provides a selection of
the conditions to change. When the instructor finishes selecting initial conditions, ASGS
proceeds to generate a scenario including storyboards, as described in Figure 7.
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Generates scenario event
After setting initial conditions
Step 8: Generating storyboards
Generating several (number i) storyboards based on a
mission objective.
Step 9: loops storyboard
loops number of i
Step 9a: Selects a type and number of RFs
Based on the TF type and scale.
Step 9b: Sets a initial positions of the forces
Based on the training level, environmental conditions
and terrain data.
Step 9c: Develops trainee course of action contexts
Based on the training objectives.
Step 9d: Develops the RFs contexts
Based on the TFs course of actions.
Step 9e: Sets the triggers linking to the contexts
Step 9: loops storyboard

Yes

Is there any other mission
objective
No
Step 10: Generates scenario
events in the training system
Finish scenario generation
Figure 7: Flow chart of generating scenario events
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In the phase that generates scenario events, ASGS generates storyboards and the representation
of the forces using contexts. Then, ASGS generates a scenario events file which is compatible
with the training system. The following discussion describes the steps in Figure 7 in greater
detail.
Step 8) After setting the initial conditions, ASGS starts to generate a scenario. Step 8
generates storyboards. Storyboards need key terrain and critical resources. Therefore, ASGS
selects key terrain and critical resources. This is based on a mission objective that is input by the
instructor. For instance, when the mission is offensive operations against the expected enemy
forces that occupy a building on a nearby hill, the key terrain is the hill and the critical resource
is the building. If the terrain and critical resources are not provided by the instructor, ASGS
infers the terrain and the critical resource from the mission objective. If the terrain and critical
resources are provided by the instructor, ASGS lists the terrain and the critical resource from the
starting point to the goal of the mission. Moreover, the mission objective is restricted within this
list. Then ASGS selects the area of the storyboards. The area usually defines two types: 1)
approach the target area and within the target area and 2) other cases are within the target area
and around the target area. In this mission example, the areas include “in front of the building”
and “around the building”. Each storyboard has its own local task. In this case, the story of the
first storyboard starts from moving towards the building and finishes when reaching the building.
Thus, the local task of the TF is to move towards the building. The story of the second
storyboard starts when attacking the RFs who occupy the building and finishes when beating the
RFs. Therefore, the local task of the TF is to attack the RFs.
Step 9) After selecting key terrain, the critical resource and local tasks of storyboards,
ASGS generates forces and their actions in each storyboard. ASGS generates the type and
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number of RFs based on the trainee level in a storyboard (Step 9a). Next, ASGS sets initial
positions of TF, the BFs and the RFs in the storyboard (Step 9b). It is based on the training level,
environmental conditions and terrain data. Then, ASGS develops the expected course of action
of the TFs in the storyboard (Step 9c). It is based on the training objectives and the local task
which is created in step 8. For instance, when the training objective is assumed “How to attack
the occupied building” and the local task of the first storyboard is “to move towards the
building”, the expected course of action of the TF is “approach the building with precaution”.
The local task of the second storyboard is assumed “to defeat the enemy in the building”, the
expected course of action of the TF is “to attack the RFs from concealed position”.
After ASGS developed the TFs’ course of actions, the RFs local tasks are determined
(Step 9d). For instance, the task of the RFs in the first storyboard might be “patrol around the
building”. Another case can be “ambush the TFs”. ASGS generates the course of actions of the
RFs using contexts (Step 9e). Developing actions of the RF is described in detail in the following
section. ASGS repeats to set the actions for all forces in each storyboard.
Step 10) After generating storyboards and contexts of the RFs, ASGS generates scenario
events that consider the trainee tasks. ASGS generates the outputs for the training system as
described in Table 5 and 6.
Table 5: The outputs from the conditions
Condition
Environment
The storyboard

Setting data
Weather, start date and time
Number of storyboard
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Table 6: The outputs with storyboard
The storyboard
The trainee start location
The enemy type
The enemy location
The enemy tactics
The trigger

Number
(x,y) or (lat, lon)
Arms
(x,y) or (lat, lon)
Contexts (Set of behavior, plot route and time)
Relation between the zone or the line and forces

Trainee course of action
The previous section briefly discussed how ASGS uses the trainee course of action for
generating a scenario. The following discussion describes the development of trainee course of
action in detail. The trainee’s course of action is simple but considered an essential action that
they must learn. The trainee course of action is based on the mission objective and the training
objective. Basically, the TF’s behaviors in ASGS are represented by the ten actions described in
Table 2. For instance, Figure 8 and Figure 9 describe the trainee course of action in the two
storyboards. An example assumes that a mission objective is several offensive operations against
expected enemy forces that occupy a building on a nearby hill. The training objective would be
“How to attack the building”. The local task of the first storyboard is to approach the building.
The second storyboard is to attack the RF in the building or around it.
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Start a
scenario

Reach an
ordered position

Move to the
target area
Be attacked by
a RF
Shift to an
advantage
position

Detect a RF

Attack the
RF

: event
: action

Figure 8: The TFs course of action of the first storyboard
In the first storyboard (Figure 8), the TF is marching towards the RF. If the TF does not detect
the RF until the TF reaches the goal, then no event happened. When the TF detects the RF, the
TF shifts to an advantage position for attacking the RF and will then attack. When the TF is
attacked by the RF, one alternative action is that the TF shifts to an advantage position and
attacks. Another possibility is that the TF hastily attacks. When the TF reaches a target position
ordered by the local task, the storyboard is finished and the scenario transitions to the next
storyboard in our case, Figure 9.
Start a
scenario

Detect a RF

Finishes when it
defeats the RF and
occupies the building

Attacked by a
RF

Move into
the building
Attack the
RF

: event
: action

Figure 9 : The TFs course of action of the second storyboard
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The local task of the second storyboard is to attack the building. Because of this, the action of
shifting to somewhere is not applicable to this storyboard. Therefore, the TF is ready to attack
immediately. The TFs attack the RF when they come across the RF or the TF is attacked by the
RF. When the TFs occupy the building and defeat the RF, the storyboard is finished and the
training is ended.
Trainee course of action is created by contexts in ASGS. However, these contexts are
only used to consisit in creating the CGF agents that represent the RF. This expected course of
action for the TF makes ASGS generate effective RF action as a scenario within the storyboard.
The next section discribes RF behavior representation using CxBR.

General description of CxBR in ASGS
ASGS uses contexts and CxBR to generate the behaviors of the Red and Blue forces. The RF and
the BF are in fact CGF’s controlled through CxBR. The context of the RF causes a reaction on
the part of the TFs, thereby forcing them to adopt a context related to what the trainees need to
learn. Thus, the RF contexts depend on a TF’s course of action. In ASGS, the BF obeys the TF.
If the BFs individually make a decision, that influences the course of action of the TF. The
instructor cannot judge equally in that scenario. Therefore, the BF needs a trigger from the TF
for transitions to attack-context or defense-context. The hierarchy of the CxBR model is
described as Figure 10.
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Mission-context
Localtask-context
Major-context
Locate-context

Move-context

Attack-context

Defense-context

Sub-context

Sub-context

Sub-context

Scout-context

HastyAttackcontext

Patrol-context

Entry-context

CouterAttackcontext

Guard-context

OffensiveAttack
-context

Ambush-context

DefensiveAttack
-context

Figure 10: ASGS context hierarchy diagram
The following discussion describes the CxBR model in Figure 10 in detail: Localtask-context as
mission-context is the top-level context in ASGS. The context has four attributes: 1) mission
objectives, 2) training objectives, 3) local task of each storyboard and 4) training level. These
attributes are inherited by the subordinate contexts. The Mission-context has four major-contexts,
which are the main control elements for agent behavior in CxBR. The four major-contexts are
Locate-context, Move-context, Attack-context and Defense-context. Some major-contexts have
several sub-contexts in case it becomes necessary to display a more detailed behavior
representation.
Each major-context is described as follows:
1) Locate-context is used as the initial major-context for participating RFs and BFs in
each storyboard. This includes setting an initial position and status, accuracy of the behavior of
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the RFs and the BFs. This context is used before a training scenario starts, thus all forces are set
in prepared positions.
2) When a training scenario begins, Locate-context always transitions to Move-context.
Move-context is used when an agent of the RFs or the BFs is moving to a selected position. For
example, the forces move from a base to an occupied resource for patrolling. Move-context has
three sub-contexts for representing more detailed moving behavior: Scout, Entry and Occupy.
Scout-context for the RF is applied when i) a RF begins to approach a BF, ii) the RF moves back
to the appointed place after attacking the TF or iii) the local task of the TF is to attack a scouting
RF. The RF moves slowly and along a concealed route with precautions in the Scout-context.
When a RF reaches a building and a selected position is in the building, Entry-context is used for
insertion movements for the RF, such as entering the building with utmost precautions. When an
agent receives a trigger, the Move-context will transition to Attack-context or Defense-context.
3) When the RF detects the TF or the BF receives a trigger from the TF, the context of
the forces transitions to Attack-context. The selection of the sub-context for the RF or the BF
depends on the training level. For example, if the training level is novice, the RF or BF attacks at
random. However, if the level is expert, the RF or BF is moving to an advantage position, while
avoiding being shot. These behaviors are represented by four sub-contexts: HastyAttack,
CounterAttack, OffensiveAttack and DefensiveAttack.
i) HastyAttack-context transitions from Defense-context or Move-context. This
context is used when the training level is novice or intermediate. This behavior indicates
that the RF or BF is not prepared to defend. Other situations applicable to this context are
transitioned from Entry-context. In this context, the RF or BF immediately attacks at that
point.
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ii) CounterAttack-context has several advantageous attacking positions. This
context transitions from Move-context or Patrol-context. In this context, the RF or BF
moves as quickly as possible to the nearest advantage position for attacking. The position
may not be optimal but it might be better than a hasty attack.
iii) OffensiveAttack-context is used when the mission objective is to attack
tactically and the RF or BF prepares for attacking. For example, when this context is
applied to the RF who is on a lower side towards the TF, the TF may find it hard to detect
the RF. The RF will be shooting while crawling towards the TF or moving towards a
concealed position in order to take an advantage in attacking the TF.
iv) DefensiveAttack-context transitions from Ambush-context. The RF or BF is in
a concealed position when transitioning to this context.
All of these attack-contexts transition to Defense-context or Move-context.
4) If the RF is attacked by the TF, or TF sends orders to the BF, the context of RF or BF
will transition to defense-context which has three sub-contexts: patrol, guard and ambush.
i) When a mission objective of the TF is to attack a critical resource and the
training level is novice or the BF receives a trigger from the TF, Patrol-context is used in
these situations for the RF or BF. This context indicates that the force is poorly prepared
for defensive action. The force patrols a common open area. The context will transition to
the HastyAttack-context, in case of being attacked.
ii) The Guard-context is selected when the training level is higher than
intermediate or the BF receives a trigger from the TF. In this context, the force is
prepared to be attacked, so that the force moves to a defensive position while avoiding
being shot and transitions to CounterAttack-context.
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iii) Ambush-context is used when a mission objective or task is to attack a critical
resource and the training level is expert, or the BF receives a trigger from the TF. This
context transitions only from move-context. When the force is being attacked or the RF
detects the TF, the context will transition to DefensiveAttack-context. In ASGS, ambush
has the same meaning as sniping. The RF or BF is prone or crouching behind a covering
position such as the second floor of a building or behind a wall.

Representation of behavior of the RF
A representation of behavior of the RF is developed considering the trainee course of action in
each storyboard in order to place the TF, under the conditions that address their training
objectives and mission objectives. For example, a local task of the TF is to approach the building.
The RF local task can be assumed to be to patrol around the building. The TF might detect the
RF. The TF will shift to an advantageous position and then attack. Another task could be to
ambush the TFs. In this case, the TF has to perform a hasty attack. Thus, the various scenarios
can be strongly influenced by various RF behaviors.
The RF behaviors are represented by major-contexts. The major-contexts are subdivided
into sub-contexts by their purpose of representation. The example behavior representations are
described below. When the training level is novice, the RF behavior representation in CxBR is
described in Figure 11.
Locate-context

Move-context

Defense-context
Patrol-context

Attack-context
HastyAttackcontext

Figure 11 : The RF context in novice level of the training
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Before a novice level training scenario is executed, a context of a RF agent starts Locate-context.
The Locate-context sets the position and posture of the RF. When the scenario starts, the Locatecontext will transition to the Move-context in order to move to a patrol area or move into a
building. When the RF reaches the patrol area in the first storyboard, the context will transition
to Patrol-context. Patrol-context is used to patrol a predetermined path around a critical resource
(the building in this case). When the RF is attacked by the TF, the context will transition to
HastyAttack-context. The RF tries to attack immediately without tactical behavior.
When the training level is intermediate, the RF behavior representation in CxBR is
described in Figure 12.
Locate-context

Move-context

Defense-context
Guard-context

Attack-context
CounterAttackcontext

Figure 12 : The RF context in intermediate level of the training
In the intermediate level of the training scenario, RF selects Guard-context as defense behavior
and CounterAttack-context as attacking behavior. These mean that the RF behaves more
tactically. However, the novice and intermediate level of the RF both call for attacks when they
are attacked by the TF. This means that the RF will not attack unless they are attacked by the TF
or BF. Thus, the TF can easily approach or enter the critical resources.
When the training level is advanced, the RF behavior representation in CxBR is described
in Figure 13.
Locate-context

Move-context

Defense-context
Guard-context

Attack-context
OffensiveAttackcontext

Figure 13 : The RF context in advanced level of the training
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The difference between the intermediate level and the advanced level of the RF is Attack-cotnext.
OffensiveAttack-context is selected in the advanced level. This means that when the RF detects
the TF, the RF will carry out a preemptive attack against the TF.
When the training level is expert, the RF behavior representation in CxBR is described in
Figure 14.
Locate-context

Move-context

Defense-context
Ambush-context

Attack-context
DefensiveAttackcontext

Figure 14: The RF context in expert level of training
In the expert level of training, the RF selects Ambush-context as defense behavior and
DefensiveAttack-context as attacking behavior. These mean that the TF finds it hard to approach
and enter the building. This is because the TF has difficulty in finding the RF and the RF does
not wait until the trainee attacks the RF. Even if the TF finds the RF, the RF moves to the
defensive position.

Simple example
The steps of generating a scenario above are further described in a simple example. In this
example, we assume that the fundamental terrain includes a forest, a river, a hill, an airfield and a
lake. In addition to the terrain, there are several critical resources (a bridge, a radar site and a
control tower).
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Airfield

Hill
Road

Bridge
Critical resources
Forest
Lake

Figure 15: General situation
The instructor selects from the list of the mission objectives. This time there are two mission
objectives. The first mission is offensive operations against the expected enemy forces who
control a bridge and operate a radar site on a nearby hill. The second mission is to attack and
secure critical resources at an airfield to deny enemy access to the airfield for one hour. The
training objective is learning how to attack the defensive enemy forces and to deny access to the
captured resource from the enemy.
The instructor has selected mission objectives and training objectives. Then the instructor
selects the level of training. In this example, the training level is selected as novice. Moreover,
the instructor selects TF type and scale. An infantry as the TF type and platoon as the TF scale
are selected in this case. Minimum conditions have been selected up to this point. Now the
system can determine automatically the trainee elements as trainee type and trainee scale, the
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number of friendly and enemy forces, the enemy strength, enemy location and their tactics.
Because the training level is novice in this example, the number of friendly forces will be many
and the enemies will be few. The enemy strength will be weak and its location will be set in wide
open space. The tactics of the enemy will be disorganized. The system also will be able to
determine other conditions such as environmental conditions, priorities, constraints, etc. The
system suggests a European winter environment set, which includes forests without leaves, hills
with little vegetation and lakes for the training field. The system suggests that success is its first
mission objective. If the instructor selects the European winter environment set and the priority
is provided by the system, the storyboard can now be generated by the system.
This example includes three critical resourses. The system generates two storyboards for
each critical resourse so that six storyboards are generated in this example. Two mission
objectives and one training objective are defined. The scope of these storyboards is not wide
because of the level of training is novice and the battle area should be small. The first storyboard
is tactically marching on the path to the bridge towards the RF zone, and come across the RF
infantry platoon who must be defeated. The second storyboard relates to attacking and occupying
the bridge defended by the RF until the BF arrives. The third storyboard is tactically approaching
a radar site on a hill. The fourth storyboard deals with attacking a radar site on the hill operated
by the RFs who do not expect to be attacked. The fifth storyboard reflects approaching the
defended airfield which the trainee attacks and occupies. The final storyboard is about defending
the airfield against the RF reinforcement coming from the lake. The first four storyboards pertain
to the first mission objective. In addition to that, the fourth and the final storyboards refer to the
training objective. The last two storyboards are generated from the second mission objective.
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Figure 16 describes the location of storyboards. The storyboards are described in the following
discussion. All of the RF units are assumed to be platoon teams in this scenario.

#4
#5

Hill

Airfield

#3
Road

#6
#2

Bridge
Critical resources

#1

Forest
Lake

Initial position

: Trainees
: Enemy

: Friendly Force
No.

: Storyboard

Figure 16: General situation with storyboards

Storyboard #1
The first story board is a march on a road to the bridge towards the RFs zone called the fighting
zone, and come across the RF infantry platoons who must be defeated. This storyboard is
described in Figure 17. There are two teams of RFs in the forest. The character of the RF is
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prepared for attacking the enemy. Therefore, when the TF enters the border line, the RF will
preemptively attack the TF.

#1

Bridge
Finish line

Forest
(a few)
Path

b
a

Initial
Position

Guard
zone

Precautions
Zone
Fighting
Zone

: Trainees
: RF
Forest
(crowded)

: Specific area

Figure 17: The first storyboard (marching on a path to the bridge)
The TF start training at an initial position. After the simulation starts, the TF will move towards
the bridge while taking precautions. When the TF goes into the fighting zone, RF ‘alpha’ will
attack the TF from the road. However, RF ‘alpha’ will not be concealed. Therefore, the TF can
directly see and fire upon RF ‘alpha’. When the TF wins the battle, then the TF invades the
fighting zone. When the TF invades the guard zone, RF ‘bravo’ will attack from the forest. At
this time of the year, the forest is defoliated, thus providing little concealment for RF ‘bravo’.
When the TF defeats RF ‘bravo’, this storyboard ends the action and transitions to the next
storyboard. In this example, the training level is novice, meaning that the RFs are few in number.
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If the TF fails to defeat either of the RFs, the TF has to make a decision to retreat to avoid being
captured or return to their base. Figure 18 shows the TF course of action in this storyboard.
Start a scenario
Move
Move tactically towards the forest
Is attacked by RF ‘alpha’ when
invade the fighting zone
Seek cover
Seek covering position
Counter Attack
Counter-attacked RF ‘alpha’
yes

Is defeated by RF ‘alpha’
Is attacked by RF ‘bravo’ when the
TF invade the guard zone

no

Seek cover
Seek covering position
Counter Attack
Counter-attacked RF ‘bravo’
yes

Is defeated by RF ‘bravo’
no

Retreat or Return
Retreat to avoid being capture
or return to their base

The storyboard finishes when the TF beats
the RF and reaches the target point, or the
TF fails to survive attack

Figure 18: Sequence of TF’s course of action
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: event
: action

The TF course of action is constructed with events and actions. The TF is attacked twice by the
RF. Both times, ASGS assumes that the TF will seek covering position. Figure 19 describes the
sequence of the two RF’s context.
RF ‘alpha’
Locate-context

Move-context

Defense-context
Patrol-context

Attack-context
HastyAttackcontext

Move-context

Defense-context
Ambush -context

Attack-context
DefensiveAttackcontext

RF ‘bravo’
Locate-context

Figure 19: Sequence of RF ‘alpha’ and ‘bravo’ contexts
In this storyboard, two RFs attack the TF. RF ‘alpha’ moves near the forest. When the RF ‘alpha’
arrives at the target place, the context transitions to the Patrol-context. The patrol path of this
context does not have tactical advantage. When RF ‘alpha’ detects the TF, the context of RF
‘alpha’ transitions to the HastyAttack-context. It means that the RF ‘alpha’ attacks on the spot.
RF ‘bravo’ moves into the forest. When RF ‘bravo’ arrives at the target place, the context
transitions to the Ambush-context. When the TF invades the guard zone, the context transitions
to the DefensiveAttack-context.
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Storyboard #2
The second storyboard requires taking control of the bridge defended by the RFs and hold it until
the BF reinforcements arrive. These will be called by the TF after occupying the bridge. This
storyboard is described in Figure 20.

d

Bridge
c

river
: Trainees
: BF
: RF

Initial
Position

Road

Figure 20: The second storyboard (occupying the bridge)
The TF starts this storyboard at an initial position. The TF will move towards the bridge while
taking precautions. When the TF goes into the bridge, RF ‘charlie’ will attack the TF from the
bridge. After the TF wins the battle, the TF can cross the bridge. RF ‘delta’ will attack from the
other side of the river when the TF cross the bridge halfway. This time, RF ‘delta’ is not
concealed. When the TF defeats all the RFs and call for reinforcement, the BF will come from
the top left side for guarding the bridge. This storyboard ends the scene and changes to the next
storyboard after the reinforcement comes. If the TF fails to defeat either of the RFs, the TF has to
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make a decision to retreat to avoid being captured or return to their base. Figure 21 shows the
trainee course of action in this storyboard.
Start a scenario
Move
Move tactically towards the bridge
Is attacked by RF ‘charlie’ when
moving into the bridge?
Seek cover
Seek covering position
Counter Attack
Counter-attacked RF ‘charlie’
Is defeated by RF ‘charlie’?

yes
no

Move
Move tactically over the bridge
Is attacked by RF ‘delta’ when the
TF crosses the bridge halfway
Counter Attack
Counter-attacked the RF ‘delta’
Defeats RF ‘delta’ and
calls the reinforcement

no
yes

Guard
Guard the bridge at defensive position
Retreat or Return
Retreat to avoid being capture
or return to their base
The storyboard finishes when the TF beats the
RF and reaches the bridge, or the TF fails to
survive attack

: event
: action

Figure 21: Sequence of trainee’s course of action
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The TF moves towards the bridge with precaution. During this storyboard, the TF is attacked
twice. When the TF approaches the bridge, RF ‘charlie’ attacks the TF from the bridge. The TF
seeks covering position and counters attacks RF ‘charlie’. After the TF defeats RF ‘charlie’, the
TF moves cautiously across the bridge. When the TF goes half-way across the bridge, RF ‘delta’
attacks the TF. In this case, RF ‘delta’ is within shooting range for the TF and the bridge has no
concealed areas, thus the TF counter attacks RF ‘delta’. When the TF defeats all of the RFs, the
TF calls the reinforcements and guards the bridge. Figure 22 describes the sequence of the two
RF’s context.
RF ‘charlie’
Locate-context

Move-context

Defense-context
Patrol-context

Attack-context
HastyAttackcontext

Move-context

Defense-context
Patrol-context

Attack-context
HastyAttackcontext

RF ‘delta’
Locate-context

Figure 22: Sequence of RF ‘charlie’ and ‘delta’ contexts
The RF ‘charlie’ moves on the bridge. When the RF arrives on the bridge, their contexts will
transition to the Patrol-context. The patrol path of this context does not have tactical advantage
such as walking the bridge from end to end without precaution. When the RF ‘charlie’ detects
the TF, the context of the RF ‘charlie’ transitions to the HastyAttack-context. The RF attacks on
the spot and in a standing posture.
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RF ‘delta’ moves on the opposite side of the bridge. When RF ‘delta’ arrives at the target
location, the context transitions to the Patrol-context. When the TF goes half-way across on the
bridge, the context of the RF will transition to the HastyAttack-context and attacks the TF.

Storyboard #3, #4
The 3rd and 4th storyboards involve attacking a radar site operated by the RFs who do not expect
to be attacked on the hill. The field is divided into two parts of the storyboards as “in front of the
radar site” and “around radar site”. The TF must take control of a radar site. The 3rd and 4th
storyboards are described in Figure 23.
Finish line
Radar site
f

Hills

e

Road
Initial
Position

: Trainees
: RF

river

Figure 23: The 3rd and 4th storyboards (attacking the radar site)
The TF starts the third storyboard just after crossing over the bridge. The TF moves with
precaution towards the hills. The radar site is operated by RFs ‘echo’ and ‘fox’, but both forces
do not expect to be attacked. Thus, RF ‘echo’ carelessly patrols as routine checks, and are not
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well armed. The TF approaches the radar site and attacks RF ‘echo’. The sequence of the TF’s
course of action is described in the figures below.
Start a scenario
Move
Move tactically towards the radar site
Detect the RF ‘echo’
Seek advantage position
Seek advantage position to attack
Attack
Attacked the RF ‘echo’
Is defeated by RF ‘echo’

yes
no
Retreat or Return
Retreat to avoid being capture
or return to their base

The storyboard finishes when the TF beats RF
‘echo’, or fails to survive attack
: event
: action
Figure 24: Sequence of trainee’s course of action (Storyboard #3)
The TF moves to the radar site on a hill with precaution. The TF attacks RF ‘echo’. When the TF
detects RF ‘echo’ near the radar site, the TF moves to seek advantage position to attack and
attacks the RF ‘echo’. When the TF defeats the RFs, the storyboards ends. Figure 25 describes
the sequence of RF ‘echo’ context.
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Move-context

Locate-context

Defense-context
Patrol-context

Attack-context
HastyAttackcontext

Figure 25: Sequence of RF ‘echo’s contexts (Storyboard #3)
RF ‘echo’ moves in front of the radar site. When RF ‘echo’ arrives at the target place, the context
transitions to the Patrol-context. When RF ‘echo’ is attacked by the TF, the context of RF ’echo’
transitions to the HastyAttack-context. RF ‘echo’ is not prepared to be attacked, so RF ‘echo’
attacks on the spot in a standing posture.
Upon the TF defeating RF ‘echo’, the storyboard transitions to the fourth storyboard.
This storyboard starts with the TF in front of the radar site. RF ‘fox’ is operating the radar
system. The TF enters the radar site with higher precaution. Because RF ‘fox’ does not expect to
be attacked, the TF can easily find the RF. The TF proceeds to take the radar site. This
storyboard ends the scene and transitions to the next storyboard. The trainee course of action is
described in Figure 26
Start a scenario
Move
Move tactically into the radar site
Detect the RF ‘fox’

Is defeated by RF ‘fox’?

Hasty Attack
Attacked the RF ‘echo’
yes
no

Retreat or Return
Retreat to avoid being capture
or return to their base

The storyboard finishes when the TF beats the RF,
or fails to survive attack
Figure 26 : Sequence of trainee’s course of action (Storyboard #4)
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: event
: action

The TF moves into the radar site with precaution. In this storyboard, the TF attacks the RF ‘fox’.
When the TF detects the RF in the radar site, the TF will attack hasty the RF ‘fox’. When the TF
defeats the RF, the storyboards will end. Figure 27 describes the sequence of the RF’s context.

Locate-context

Move-context

Defense-context
Patrol-context

Attack-context
HastyAttackcontext

Figure 27 : Sequence of RF ‘fox’ contexts (Storyboard #4)
RF ‘fox’ moves in the radar site. When RF ‘fox’ arrives at the ordered position, the context
transitions to the Patrol-context. When RF ‘fox’ is attacked by the TF, the context transitions to
the HastyAttack-context. RF ‘fox’ is not prepared to be attacked as was not RF ‘echo’, so RF
‘fox’ counter attacks on the spot in a standing posture.

Storyboard #5
The 5th storyboard reflects the approach to the defended airfield, which the TF attacks and
occupies. The storyboard is described in Figure 28. The TF starts the 5th storyboard beside the
airfield. The TF quickly moves inside the airfield. The airfield has two critical resources. In this
example, only one of critical resources is defended by RF ‘golf’. This means that the other one is
undefended. However, the trainees do not know this fact, so they have to cautiously attack and
occupy the critical resources. It is assumed in this storyboard that the critical resources have
security devices. Therefore, when the TF does not come across RF ‘golf’ in the first resource, RF
‘golf’ receives the signal that the critical resource is being attacked by the TF. If the TF fails to
defeat the RFs, the TF has to make a decision to retreat to avoid being captured or return to their
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base. When the TF succeeds in occupying all the critical resources, this storyboard ends and the
scene changes to the next storyboard. Figure 29 describes the sequence of trainee’s course of
action.

Initial
Position
g
: Trainees
Critical resourse

: RF

Figure 28: The 5th storyboard (attack and occupying the airfield)
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Start a scenario
Move
Move tactically towards the 1st critical resource
Entry
Move into the 1st critical resource
Come across the RF ‘golf’
Attack
Attacked the RF ‘charlie’
yes
Is defeated by RF ‘golf’?

no

Move
Move tactically towards the 2nd critical resource
Entry
Move into the 2nd critical resource
Come across the red
force ‘golf’
Attack
Attacked the RF ‘charlie’
Is defeated by
RF ‘golf’?

yes
no

Occupy
Occupy the critical resources
Retreat or Return
Retreat to avoid being captured
or return to their base

The storyboard finishes when the TF beats the RF,
or fails to survive attack
Figure 29: Sequence of trainee’s course of action
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The TF moves tactically towards the first critical resource with precaution. In this storyboard, the
TF comes across one RF. When the TF enters the first critical resource, sometimes the TF comes
across the RF in the critical resource. When the TF comes across the RF, the TF will attack
quickly. Other times, the first critical resource is undefended. When the trainee defeats the RF or
the critical resource is empty, the TF moves to the second critical resource with precaution.
When the TF enters the second building, there are two situations. When the TF has already
defeated the RF, the second critical resource is empty. However, when the first critical resource
was empty, the RF attacks the TF. When the trainee is attacked by the RF, the trainee counter
attacks the RF. When the TF defeats all the RFs, the TF occupies the airfield. Figure 30 describes
the sequence of the RF’s context.
Locate-context

Move-context

Defense-context
Patrol-context
Ambush-context

Attack-context
HastyAttack-context
DefensiveAttack-context

Figure 30: Sequence of RF ‘golf’ contexts
RF ‘golf’ moves in either critical resource. When RF ‘golf’ arrives at the ordered position, the
context will transition to the Patrol-context. When RF ‘golf’ is attacked by the TF before
receiving the signal, the context transitions to the HastyAttack-context. RF ‘golf’ is not prepared
to be attacked, so RF ‘golf’ attacks on the spot in a standing posture. However, if RF ‘golf’
receives the signal during Patrol-context, the context will transition to the Ambush-context.
When the TF comes to RF ‘golf’, the context will transition to the DefensiveAttack-context.
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Storyboard #6
The final storyboard involves defending the airfield against the RF reinforcement coming from
the lake. This storyboard is described in Figure 31.

Critical resourse
Border line

Initial
Position

: Trainees
: RF
h

Figure 31: The final storyboard (attack and occupying the airfield)
The TF starts the final storyboard at or near the critical resource. The TF guards the airfield
perimeter. In this example, RF ‘hotel’ comes from the bottom right. They move tactically to the
critical resources. When the TF succeeds in defeating all the RFs, this storyboard and the training
scenario ends. Figure 32 describes the sequence of the trainee’s course of action.
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Start a scenario
Guard
Guard the critical resources
Is attacked by RF ‘hotel’
Seek cover
Seek covering position on that spot
Counterattack
Attack on the defensive position
yes

Is defeated by RF ‘hotel’?
no

Retreat or Return
Retreat to avoid being capture
or return to their base
: event

The storyboard finishes when the TF beats the RF,
or fails to survive attack

: action

Figure 32: Sequence of trainee’s course of action
The TF moves around the critical resources. When the TF is attacked by the RF ‘golf’, the TF
seeks a covering position. When the TF finds the covering position or advantage position, the TF
attacks the RF. Figure 33 describes the sequence of the RF’s contexts.

Locate-context

Move-context
Scout-context
Entry-context

Attack-context
Offensive-context

Figure 33: Sequence of RF ‘hotel’ contexts
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The RF ‘hotel’ moves towards the airfield. When the RF arrives at the ordered position, the
context transitions to the Scout-context. When the RF does not detect the TF around the critical
resource during the Scout-context, the context transitions to the Entry-context. When the RF
detects the TF, the context transitions to the OffensiveAttack-context.
This example shows that the storyboards are built to define the actions of the RF and the
BF that react to the TF actions. CxBR is used for the actions of the RF and the BF.

Brief summary and conclusion
This chapter describes the method of scenario generation in ASGS. Storyboards are used for
setting intial positions for the forces. The behaviors of the RF and the BF are represented by
CxBR. It shows subsequent dynamic scenario. Next chapter discusses more detailed about how
the scenario generates in the ASGS prototype.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DEVELOPING THE ASGS PROTOTYPE SYSTEM
The previous chapter discussed what ASGS conceptually does in scenario generation. This
chapter discusses the development of a prototype system implementing these concepts. In this
thesis, SVS desktop is used as training system to validate the method of generating scenarios in
ASGS. SVS desktop is a virtual training simulation, especially for infantry combat training,
working as Windows application software. SVS desktop uses scenario for controlling CGF. The
ASGS prototype developed as a tool for scenario generation in SVS desktop. The following
section describes the relationship between the ASGS prototype and SVS desktop system. Next,
the basic function of SVS desktop is explained. Then input and output data is described as
external design. Furthermore, internal design describes the means ASGS uses to accomplish
scenario generation.

ASGS prototype system specification
This section describes how ASGS is developed. The following Figure 34 describes the system
structure of the ASGS prototype.
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Trainees

Instructor

Input actions

Input
Training system

Desktop computer
The ASGS prototype
Input
device

SVS desktop

Joystick,
buttons
Output
device
Monitor

Get initial condition

SVS system

Control
exercise
SVS
Battlemaster

Generate a scenario
Generate

read

Scenario files
SVS
Authoring

read

SNO file
Environment file

Modify

Control
Instructor

Figure 34: System structure of the ASGS prototype
The ASGS prototype is used in the training system: The training system is composed of three
hardware devices: Desktop computer, input device and output device. Two software applications
are installed in the desktop computer: the SVS system and the ASGS prototype. The ASGS
prototype is programmed in the C language. The ASGS prototype generates scenario files, which
are read into SVS system. An instructor inputs initial conditions through the ASGS prototype
and can modify the scenario files and control the exercise through SVS system. The SVS system
creates virtual battlefield and CGF forces. It then displays these through an output device. A
liquid-crystal display is used as the output device in the training system. The TF makes decisions
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through an input device. A joystick is mainly used as input device that enables to fire the weapon
and change the posture.

The roles of the ASGS prototype, the SVS system and the user
This section describes the roles of the user, the ASGS prototype and the SVS system in the
scenario generation process.
1) The user inputs following factors for generating a scenario: i) selects the initial
conditions through the ASGS prototype, such as the training objective, mission objective, the
training level, the size of RF and the strength of RF, ii) inputs the trigger for transition contexts
in the SVS system during simulation runs, iii) selects the created scenario files in the SVS
system, including initial positions of the TF and the weather conditions.
2) The ASGS prototype generates scenario in the following factors: i) provides the input
menu of the training objective, mission objective, the training level, the size of RF, ii) generates
RF and BF position, behaviors and waypoints in each training level which uses pre-installed
CGFs in the SVS system, iii) generates the weather conditions in each level of the training, iv)
generates the initial position for the TF and v) generates the trigger command selected by the
instructor during simulation runs.
3) SVS system provides training environments: i) provides CGF models with the basic
behaviors for the RF and the BF, ii) provides the weather conditions and iii) provides preinstalled the terrains and buildings.
The next section describes SVS system in greater detail.
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SVS system
Advanced Interactive Systems, Inc. (AIS) developed realistic 3D training simulation software as
the SVS system. This system can deal with military combatants, chemical or biological events
with dismounted infantry and network communication. SVS provides three types of systems: 1)
desktop systems in a desktop PC with controllers such as joysticks or gamepads, 2) immersive
systems with large screen and 3) wearable systems with laptop PC placed on Head Mount
Displays (HMD). Each SVS system has a user interface access named SVSStealth to all the
features. SVSStealth allows the instructor to observe and analyze a training exercise. There are
two additional software tools supported through SVSStealth: 1) SVS Battlemaster, an all-in-one
simulation tool for monitoring, control and after-action-review and 2) SVS Authoring a GUIbased scenario development tool with embedded infantry CGF models.
In this thesis, an ASGS prototype system is developed on the SVS desktop with two
additional tools for scenario generation: SVS Battlemaster and SVS Authoring. SVS Authoring
makes it easy to develop a scenario for military training. However, the process of generating a
scenario is time-consuming, even for simple scenarios. Furthermore, there are some restrictions
to realizing automated scenario generation, such as difficulty of context transition representation
and reality of human behavior representation. A detailed description about the use of SVS
desktop in ASGS is explained in the following section.

Tools for SVS desktop
SVSStealth can observe and analyze a training exercise for trainers. There are many functions to
aid the exercises. The ASGS uses an environment option. This option allows setting
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environmental parameters, such as date and time of day, wind direction and speed and weather
setting as sun, rain, snow and fog. Figure 35 shows environmental setting for ASGS. The graph
shows an example of the snow weather setting. Snowy weather can be set with pull-down menu
of the Weather in the Weather Setting at the right middle side of Environmental Settings option
window. In this way, the environmental setting can set with one easy operation.

Figure 35: Environmental setting (Left: Environmental Settings, Right: SVS Stealth window)
There is another option used in ASGS is teleport location, which can set a start position of the
trainee. This environmental setting can load and save. A scenario file developed with Authoring
can also load and save through SVSStealth function.
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SVS Battlemaster is a tool to monitor, control and after-action-review an exercise in the
SVS system. This tool can set artillery events, control the exercise and send text messages to
other participants.
SVS Authoring is a GUI-based scenario development tool (SDT) with embedded infantry
CGF models in SVSStealth. This tool provides a 3D drag-and-drop scenario development
interface. SDT enables an instructor to create persistent objects compatible with ModSAF and
OneSAF, such as lines and points. The embedded infantry CGF can represent basic behavior
with 3D animation in creating a scenario. However, SVS Authoring does not have text-based
development interface. This means that an instructor has to create the scenario through the dragand-drop GUI interface. This makes the scenario development time consuming to create even a
simple training scenario. One of the solutions to this problem is using ASGS.

SVS Scenario Development Tool (SDT)
SDT has various options for creating scenarios. SDT Audio Zones can play recorded sound when
a participant enters or leaves the zone. SDT CGF2 can give scripted behavior for entities on a
setting path. SDT Chemicals can set a chemical material in a zone. SDT Events can set events
such as signal to the CGF entity, execute delayed artillery events and repeat these events. SDT
Lines can be set as a path for using a CGF entity. SDT Points are virtual locations in the
environment. The point can be also set as a targeting point for the CGF entity. SDT Static
Models are used for changing the environment from base terrain, and any objects that are
externally created by an instructor can be set as a static model. The states of a static model can be
taken from several states such as dead, alive or injured. However, a static model is not a dynamic
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model meaning that the model is impossible to move, behave, or transition to other status. SDT
Zones can be used for creating SDT Chemicals or SDT Audio Zones. These scenario data for
SVS system can be saved as a scenario file through SDT. However, these data can also be
created without SDT. The ASGS prototype tries to automatically create this scenario file.
The ASGS prototype uses four measure setting options for developing scenarios in SDT:
1) SDT Lines, 2) SDT Points, 3) SDT Events and 4) SDT CGF 2. SDT CGF 2 is the main option.
There are three kinds of setting in SDT CGF 2: Path, Entity and Signal. Detail of the setting SDT
CGF 2 is described as follows.
CGF behavior rules in SDT CGF 2 set in a path, not an entity. A path is a set of
waypoints. Paths can be set either from SDT Lines or from SDT CGF 2 add path function. Path
can be set for person entity or vehicle entity. Thickness of line influences tracing accuracy of an
entity movement. Some commands can be set at a waypoint as sequence of behaviors such as
stop and prone, then five second later, stand and start walking to the next waypoint. Command is
in effect continuous until an opposing command is ordered. Command can be looped at a
waypoint such as stop and shoot continuously to a point until it receives a signal, or looped
starting from a waypoint to the following waypoints such as start shooting at a predetermined
SDT Point while walking. Waypoints can also loop from the last waypoint to the first waypoint.
However, a scenario is impossible to make a branch, thus behavior becomes restricted. Available
commands in SDT are described in the Table 7.
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Table 7: Available commands in SVS desktop
Command
Waiting posture (crouch, stand, prone)
Movement posture (crawl, stoop, walk, run)
Stop movement, resume
Aim, stop aiming
Shoot at point, Stop shooting
Timer
Send a selected signal
Wait for an expected signal
Detect incoming around the CGF entity with predetermined reaction time
Detect entity around the CGF entity with predetermined reaction time
Change path
Die
Play sound

Entity is a life-form or ground vehicle object with 3D behavior animation. An Entity has a
default posture, heading, accuracy which is expressed in a linear scale from ‘good’ to ‘bad’ and
movement mode such as run or walk. The entity also has its own path and association to user
such as hostile, friendly.
Signal can be freely created by the instructor. The signal is used in a path command as a
trigger of an entity behavior. For example, commands “wait for an expected signal” and “shoot
at point” set in waypoint ‘1’ of path ‘a’ and the expected signal is “open fire”. Another command
“send a selected signal” sets in waypoint ‘2’ of other path ‘b’ and the selected signal is “open
fire”. When an entity alpha on the path ‘a’ arrives at waypoint ‘1’, entity alpha will be waiting
for an expected signal “open fire”. Another entity bravo on the path ‘b’ arrives at waypoint ‘2’
and the entity bravo executes the command “send a selected signal”. After the entity bravo
ordered this command, the entity alpha executes the next command “shoot at point”.
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External design of the ASGS prototype
This section describes the method of input conditions and what result ASGS generates for an
exercise. ASGS generates five scenario files including a SNO file, two environmental setting
files, an initial position file for all levels of the TFs and a signal file for CGF behaviors. A terrain
used in ASGS is prepared as a default map by the SVS system. Figure 36 describes the main area
of the default terrain. The system uses the building as a critical resource. The building objects
can be entered. Other objects are box objects which can hide the TF but which it cannot enter.
ASGS constructs a storyboard that includes trainee course of action. Then, ASGS represents the
RF and BF’s actions with contexts.

These buildings can
be entered.

Figure 36 : Main area of default terrain

Input and Output
This section describes input initial conditions from the instructor. The initial conditions are set
by questions and answers through the ASGS prototype. The question item is selected by the
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instructor from predetermined questions in this prototype. The question items are shown in the
following Table 8.
Table 8: Instructor input conditions for scenario generation
No.
Question to the instructor
1
Decide actions for the training objective
2
3
4

What is the target
Select the mission objective
Select the level of exercise

5
6

Select the scale of trainee force
Select the type of trainee force

7

Select the mode

Selection
1: attack, 2: defend, 3: reconniter, 4: march, 9:
quit
1: building, 2: bridge, 3: military unit, 9:quit
1: Occupy the target building
1: Novice, 2: Intermediate, 3: Advanced, 4:
Expert
1: platoon, 2: company, 3: battalion
1: infantry, 2: artillery, 3: engineer, 4: cavalry,
5: combined choices
1: automatic, 2: manual, 9: quit

Training objective assumes that learning how to attack buildings as critical resource.
Thus, No.1 question is selected 1 (attack) and No.2 question is selected 1 (building). The mission
objective is occupying the target building. This mission objective is user-entered in the ASGS
prototype.
When the training and mission objectives are set, the prototype system created two
storyboards areas as “in front of the building” and “includes the building” in the terrain. One
storyboard is scouting the target building. Another storyboard is attacking the buildings. The first
storyboard is not created when the training level is novice or intermediate. Contexts are used to
represent these storyboards. Events and behaviors are developed for representing these contexts
in the SVS SDT files.
Five files are created as a result of the scenario generation in the ASGS prototype. Table
9 describes the folder place and names of output files. The created files need to be placed in the
specific folder by the instructor. The file name is also proper name except a scenario definition
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file. After being placed in the specific folder, all results of generating the scenario can be verified
through the SVS SDT.
Table 9: The folder place and name of output files
Role of the file
Scenario definition
Environmental setting
Environmental setting
Signal definition
Initial position setting

The folder place
/user/scenarios
/user/config
/user/config
/user/data
/user/data

File name
Training.sno
rbdEnvOverlay.cft
rbdEnvOverlay.ui
rbdSdtCgfSignals.cft
Base_elsewhere.tpd

The ASGS prototype enables developing all setting data of the SVS SDT. The ASGS prototype
system uses default terrain in SVS desktop.

Internal design of ASGS prototype system
This section describes the internal design of the ASGS prototype. The ASGS prototype is written
in the C language. The following is a definition of the functions, the method of setting
environmental condition and creating the storyboards. Also described are the CGF movement
such as development of the context in the SVS SDT, and setting path and generating a SNO file.
Figure 37 describes the module structure of the ASGS prototype. There are three types of
modules in the ASGS prototype. They realize environmental setting, storyboard and CxBR.
InitDataset module including its child modules are used to generate environmental setting and
initial setting of RFs. SetrbdCgfScenario module and its child modules are used to generate CGF
models with CxBR paradigm. Other child modules of Main module are used in order to
correspond to the SNO file.
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Main
InitDataset
SetPointData
SetWayPoint
SetrbdCgfScneario
SetCommand
commandcall
SetCommandBehavior
SetShootingPoint
SetrbdOverlayObj
SetrbdPointObj
SetrbdLineObj
SetrbdZone
SetrbdChembioZone
SetrbdAudioZone
SetrbdArtillery
SetrbdStaticModelLoader
Figure 37: The module structure of the ASGS prototype
Table 10 shows the list of the function modules in the ASGS prototype. The asterisk (*) indicates
objects not necessary to set effective information for a scenario. However, the SNO file needs to
define the frame even with such objects, otherwise, the SVS system does not read the scenario.
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Table 10: The list of the function modules
Module name
InitDataset

SetrbdCgfScenario

SetPointData
SetWayPoint
SetCommand

Commandcall
SetCommandBehavior
SetShootingPoint
SetrbdOverlayObj (*)
SetrbdPointObj (*)
SetrbdLineObj (*)
SetrbdZone (*)
SetrbdChembioZone (*)
SetrbdAudioZone (*)
SetrbdArtillery (*)
SetrbdStaticModelLoader (*)

Function
The definition of the number of waypoint, the maximum number
of the human entity, accuracy of entity behavior, initial position
and initial movement. Moreover, setting environment. This
module has two sub-module: “SetPointData” and “SetWayPoint”
The definition of the signal list, heading and position of the
CGFs, selected path, the relationship of sides, carrying weapon
type, position and movement and define contexts. This module
has a sub-module: “Setcommand”
The setting of the initial position of the forces in the training
level
The setting of the waypoints for the RFs in each training level
Sets command to each CGF. This module has three sub-module:
“commandcall”, “SetCommandBehavior” and
“SetShootingPoint”
The definition of the basic command for CGFs. There are 19
types of the basic command
The definition of the action sequence for CGFs in each training
level
The definition of the shooting points for CGFs. There are nine
zones of the shooting points
The basic definition of the friendly force and the RFs
The definition of the position, size and color of point setting
The definition of the position of the points in each line
The definition of the position, size, color and height of the zone

The definition of the artillery setting
The definition of the type, position of the static model

Setting environmental conditions
Environmental conditions are set by InitDataset module. SVSStealth can set the environmental
conditions as date and time of day, wind direction and speed, weather setting as sun, rain, snow
or fog. When the mode is automatic, ASGS automatically selects the environmental conditions
from the training level. These conditions are set by the initDataset function module in ASGS to
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the “rbdEnvOverlay.cft” file. For example, the setting for novice level is sunny, no wind and
noon. A time setting for expert, on the other hand, is considered as tougher condition, rain or
snow which depends on the day, noon training but dense fog condition such as 500 meter
visibility. The setting conditions are considered as several cases for each training level so that the
training can execute at different conditions as the same training level. Each environmental
condition is categorized for a level of condition such as night is 9 pm or dense fog is 500 m
visibility. The SVS system cannot simulate the seasons, so date is not considered in ASGS. Table
11 describes the definition of various environment setting.
Table 11: Categorized environmental condition
Factor
Time

Wind direction and speed

Weather

Fog setting

Categorize
Dawn
Morning
Noon
Afternoon
Evening
Night
Calm
Breeze
Strong wind
Storm
Sunny
Rain
Snow
Clear
Mist
Fog
Dense fog

Data
6:00 am
9:00 am
12:00 pm
3:00 pm
5:00 pm
9:00 pm
0 km per hour
5 km per hour
25 km per hour
50 km per hour

Disable fog setting
Max distance 5000 m
Max distance 2500 m
Max distance 500 m
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Visibility
Bad, better at later time
Good
Good
Good unless long mission
Bad, worse at later time
Bad without night scope
No influence
No influence
No influence
No influence
Good
Difficult to see
Difficult to see
Good
Not bad to see at close range
Hard to detect far target
Very hard to look around

Table 12 describes the environmental setting for training level.
Table 12: environmental setting for training level
Training condition
Time
Novice (Default)
Noon
Intermediate
Morning
(Includes above condition) Evening
Dawn
Advanced
Dawn
(Includes above condition) Evening
Evening
Dawn or
Expert
evening
(Includes above condition) Night

Wind direction and speed
Calm
Breeze
Breeze
Strong wind
Breeze
Breeze
Strong wind
Strong wind or storm

Weather
Sunny
Sunny
Sunny
Snow
Sunny
Rain
Snow
Rain or
Snow
Breeze, strong wind or storm Rain or
Snow

Fog
Clear
Mist
Clear
Clear
Fog
Clear
Mist
Fog or
Dense fog
Clear or
Mist

The environmental conditions shown in Table 12 influence visibility for the trainees. These are
selected as follows: 1) Novice level does not consider visibility; 2) Intermediate level considers
either fog or time; mist condition influences visibility a little or when starting in the evening,
restricts the time to complete a mission; 3) Advanced considers weather and wind condition in
addition to fog and time, and 4) Expert considers everything. The Environmental condition
defined for each level of training can be selected from easier training levels. For instance, a
novice level of environmental condition can be selected for an expert level of training.

The method of creating storyboard
The general idea of creating storyboards has already been discussed in the previous chapter. This
section discusses more concrete ideas in the ASGS prototype vis-à-vis the storyboards.
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When the ASGS prototype starts to create the storyboard, the frame of the terrain field will select
from critical resources in the terrain. This frame of the terrain field uses the default area of the
storyboard. The basic training objectives of the infantry forces are assumed to be four objectives
derived from Table 1: 1) Learning how to attack, 2) Learning how to defend, 3) Learning how to
scout and 4) Learning how to march. When the training objective is learning how to attack or
learning how to scout, the frame of the terrain for a storyboard is separated from the default area
as “in front of the critical resource” and “includes the critical resource”. The reason is that there
are two different tasks that are to approach the target and to attack the target. When the training
objective is learning how to scout, the storyboard does not separate from two areas. If the
training objective is learning how to march, the terrain is a more important factor to the training,
thus the area does not necessarily include critical resources. Even if the training objectives are
learning how to attack or scout, the storyboard of “in front of the critical resource” is not
necessarily created when the training level is novice or intermediate.
The SVS desktop provides several terrain files. The ASGS prototype uses a basic terrain,
which includes a mountain, a lake and a small city. In order to set the RFs for important areas in
the storyboard, ASGS divides the areas into four levels. The most important area is around the
target (called A). The 2nd most important area is in the near side of the TF initial position around
the target (called B). The 3rd most important area is far side to the TF initial position around the
target (called C). The other area is only slightly important (called D). In the ASGS prototype, the
all RFs are set around the building. Figure 38 describes the example of divided areas of
importance. For instance, Table 13 shows the interrelationship between importance level and
area.
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Figure 38: The areas of importance
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: Target building
: Building

Table 13: Interrelationship between importance level and area
Importance level
TF initial position 1
TF initial position 2
TF initial position 3
TF initial position 4

Level Area A
Area 1
Area 1
Area 1
Area 1

Level Area B
Area 2, 6
Area 2, 3
Area 2, 3, and 4
Area 2, 5, and 6

Level Area C
Area 3 and 5
Area 4 and 5
Area 5
Area 3

Level Area D
Area 4
Area 6
Area 6
Area 4

Area 1 is always set as level A area. The area of level D that is a far side of TF initial position.
When the area of a storyboard is determined, ASGS selects the size of RFs. The default setting
for the size of RFs is equal in quantity to the TF size. However, if the instructor sets the RF as
few or many, the number of the RF is half or double of the size of the TFs. In the ASGS
prototype, when the training level is novice, the area of level A, B areas set two RFs and the area
of level D does not set any RFs. Table 14 describes the size of RFs in each level of exercise.
Table 14: The size of RFs in each level of exercise
Importance level
A
B
C
D
The size of RF infantries

Novice level
2
2
1
0
8

Intermediate
6
3
2
0
14

Advanced
12
3
2
1
24

Expert
18
4
3
1
34

An agent of the RF has only one selection of the sub-context in each major-context as far as the
local task of the storyboard is simple. Table 15 describes the initial selection of the sub-context
of each major-context in each level of the training. The initial selection of the context does not
include the trainee action.
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Table 15 : Selection of the sub-contexts in each level of the training
Kind of Context
Move
Attack
Defense

Novice
Using default
HastyAttack
Patrol

Training level
Intermediate
Advanced
Scout
Scout
HastyAttack
OffensiveAttack
Guard
Guard

Expert
Scout
DefensiveAttack
Ambush

Posture and behavior representation
This is a representation of the RF. Table 16 shows the posture and behavior of the RF during an
exercise. The basic postures and behaviors are divided into the training levels. The movement of
the RF is as same as initial movement. ASGS sets these posture and behavior representations for
each CGF contexts. These are set by InitDataset.
Table 16 : The basic posture and behavior of RF’s during action

Initial posture
and movement
Stop
Attack
Defense

Novice
Standing and
walking
Standing
Standing
Standing

Training level
Intermediate
Advanced
Crouching and
Crouching and
walking
walking
Crouching
Prone
Crouching
Prone
Crouching
Crouching

Expert
Prone and
motionless
Prone
Prone
Prone

Development of contexts in the SVS SDT
This section describes how the prototype system develops a scenario file in the SVS SDT. The
three major contexts and six sub-contexts are implemented in the ASGS prototype. The contexts
are as follows: 1) Locate-context, 2) Attack-context includes CounterAttack and
DefensiveAttack and 3) Defense-context includes Patrol, Guard and Ambush.
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Locate-context is used when the ASGS prototype sets the initial positions, posture and
behavior of the agents. For example, the RF ‘alpha’ is positioned in the middle of the field, the
posture is standing and the behavior is running.
When the scenario starts, the force ‘alpha’ is running towards a target path or position.
The SVS automatically moves an agent to the predetermined path when a scenario starts.
Therefore, the Move-context is not necessary in this ASGS prototype.
Attack-context is used when a RF agent is attacked by the TF or a local task of an agent
is to attack the TF. The basic setting of the Attack-context is to set event to a waypoint as fire on
predetermined target points. The sub-context is represented more realistic behavior. The
HastyAttack-context is used for attacking at the position. The CounterAttack-context is used for
setting a shooting position and target points when an agent of the RF is attacked by the TF. The
shooting position is selected from the predetermined position and the data sets to a waypoint.
The DefensiveAttack-context is used as setting an attacking position selected from the
predetermined position. The representation of the DefensiveAttack in this system is narrow area
to attack the TF and posture is prone and less movement than other contexts. In the SVS system,
there is a command to detect an entity. However, this command cannot separately behave
between hostile and friendly. Thus, the trigger is always executed when an entity is coming to an
agent of the RF. Therefore, as a countermeasure of this, the ASGS prototype generates signal
commands to waypoints. The instructor sends a signal proper timing during an exercise.
Defense-context is used when a local task of an agent is to defend the critical resources.
The basic setting of this context is to select a path of waypoints. The ASGS prototype sets signal
command to a waypoint. The default path setting does not consider the enemy, thus the path goes
through a wide open area. In the SVS system, the Patrol-context is as same as the Defense93

context. The Guard-context is used for setting a waypoint as a path. The path is considered as
going through a defensive position. The Ambush-context is used when a local task is to ambush
the TF. The position of ambush is in the building or behind the building.
When the instructor selects the level of training, the CGF behavior sets to the waypoints
that the RF belongs. Figure 39 describes the sample of CxBR context representation in SVS
desktop.

Basic posture and behavior
Patrol-context
Signal
HastyAttack-context

Figure 39: RF behavior representation
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Figure 39 shows an example of setting of behavior representation in SVS desktop. The example
is set for a novice level waypoint in a path and the context is Patrol-context, so the basic posture
and behavior is ‘stand and walk’. At this waypoint, firing location is right side of the field, thus
the RF does not shoot unless the instructor sends ‘Open Fire B team to R’. B team means that the
RF patrols around the area 2. When the RF receive the signal, the Patrol-context transitions to
HastyAttack-context. The RF stop walking and shoot at points. These commands are set by
SetCommand function.

Path setting
Path settings are developed with SVS Authoring and such option as SDT Lines, SDT Points,
SDT Events and SDT CGF 2. A waypoint can be created by the ASGS prototype system without
plot from GUI interface of the SVS SDT. However, when a path is created through a building or
other object, the SVS system does not take a collision of these objects into account. That is to say
that when the SVS system moves the force agent to comply with the input request, the force
sometimes goes through the building, leaps down from the second floor or shoots at the target
behind the wall. These unnatural behaviors are not intended to exist; however, they are
unavoidable in the SVS system so far because the CGF cannot recognize his height or an
obstacle between the shooting point and the CGF. Thus, the points need to be plot by the
instructor beforehand. The ASGS prototype has internally these plotted data.
Next, the ASGS prototype divides the waypoints into three levels: 1) patrol waypoint, 2)
guard waypoint and 3) ambush waypoint. When each context generates a path, the ASGS
prototype selects waypoints that are fitted to the context. Figure 40 describes the image of the
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path setting in the SVS system. The case of each context developing a path is described in Figure
41.

Path

Waypoint

Building

Figure 40 : The image of the path setting
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Case 4: Ambush

11
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d
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b
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Open space

Open space

:firing location
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Figure 41: The correlation of path setting and firing location
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Figure 41 describes the correlation of several patterns of path setting and firing location for the
RFs. Case 1 shows the path setting of the Patrol-context. Waypoints and firing locations can be
set through SDT Points option. SDT Lines can line up with the order of the path. SDT CGF 2
can set actions to the waypoint and the action effects continuously until it is cancelled. For
example, when a TF shoots the RF between waypoint 2 and waypoint 3, the Patrol-context
transitions to the CounterAttack. The RF shoots at the TF after the RF moves to the firing
location ‘a’. When a TF attacks and the RF is beween waypoint 3 and waypoint 4, the RF moves
to the firing location ‘b’. Cases 2 and 3 describe the different paths that can be selected to the
same context by ASGS system. For example, Case 2 selects the waypoint 5 through 8 as a path
while case 3 selects the waypoint 9 through 12. The TF is assumed to be coming from unsecured
zone. When the ASGS selects case 2, the RF appears to the TF from the left side of the building
only. On the other hand, when the system selects case 3, the RF appears from both sides of the
building. However, in case 3, the RF is hard to see by the TFs.
The Patrol-context selects a path that is easily detected by the TF, the firing location is
not advantageous and the posture is standing. Guard-context selects a path that is difficult to be
detected by the TF and the firing location has advantage for attack. When the RF is attacked by
the TF, the context is transitioned to CounterAttack, the RF moves to the nearest firing location
and the posture is crouching. Ambush-context selects a firing location to stay prone or crouching.
When the RF detects the TF, the context of the RF transitions to DefensiveAttack.
Rules for transitions of contexts are set to each waypoint in the ASGS system. For
example, an event detecting the TFs is represented by receiving a signal command on a waypoint.
When a RF receives a signal such as “Open Fire”, the RF will take an action such as moving a
firing location and the context of the RF may transition from Defense-context to Attack-context.
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Making SNO files
Usually, a scenario is created by SVS SDT through the GUI. When the created scenario is saved
through SVS desktop, the SVS system will generate a SNO file as a saved scenario file. This
definition file can be externally generated. This means that the ASGS can generate all
information about a scenario in a SNO file which is written in the SVS SDT original format. This
section explains what items are set in the SNO file, how the items are set, and description of a
sample file of generating in ASGS prototype.
The SNO file is a definition file that is written by a type of text format. The file includes
definitions which are used by ASGS system in a namespace: 1) Point, 2) Line, 3) CGF scenario
and 4) Static model. A point includes a name and a location. The point is used for representing a
firing location. In the ASGS prototype, SetPointData function is used for setting firing location
of each RF. A line includes a name and points. The line is used for the fundamental information
of a path. SetWayPoint function uses these line data for setting RF path according to the training
level. The ASGS prototype system assumes that firing points and lines depend on the terrain and
are predetermined by the instructor for the prototype. A CGF scenario includes event signals,
entities and paths. The CGF scenario is used for the RFs’ behavior representation. The ASGS
prototype system generates CGF behavior for each waypoints. The SetCommand function and
child function are used for setting CGF behavior with CxBR. SetShootingPoint sets the firing
location at each waypoint. Signal command used for sending a trigger of firing to each CGF.
This signal represents a dynamic subsequet CGF. Table 17 describes the information of human
entity, which represents the RF and the BF. Table 18 is described as the information of a path
and its waypoints which can carry out the contexts.
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Table 17 : the information of human entity
Items
Scenario handle
Name
Position and Heading
Path
Object Type
Association
Weapon
Accuracy
Posture
Movement

Data format
Number
User define
Position (x, y, z) and
Heading (degree)
Number
Using SVS system
definition
Hostile, Friendly
Using SVS system
definition
Number
Stand, kneel and
prone
Walk, run, crouch
and crawl

Description
Identification number of the scenario
Identification name of the force
Initial position and heading of the force which
can use in the Locate-context
A Path number used by the force
The name of the object prepared by the SVS
desktop system
The definition of a RF or a BF
The equipped weapon prepared by the SVS
desktop system
The rate of the accuracy of shooting a target
Initial posture of the force which can use in
the Locate-context
Initial movement of the force which can use
in the Locate-context

Table 18 : the information of a path and its waypoint
Items
Handle
Name
Closed

Data format
Number
User define
True or false

Description
Identification number of the path
Identification name of the path
When this is true, the entity will be back
from the last waypoint to the first waypoint.
This is used by the Defense-context.
The list of the waypoints which is defined
below in the file.

Waypoint List

The name of waypoints

Waypoint
Position
Loop command

X, y, z
True or false

Command list

The name of commands

Commands

Using SVS system definition

Position of the waypoint
When this is true, the entity will loop the
command defined below.
The list of the commands which is defined
below in the file.
The command identified by Table 7

The ASGS prototype generates two files: 1) scenario SNO file that includes initial
position and behavior representation for TF, BFs and RFs and 2) environmental condition file
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that includes weather, time and day, wind etc. SVS desktop has a-priori files that are terrain file
and CGF objects file includes behaviors for the basic commands. The prototype uses these files.

Brief summary and conclusion
This chapter describes internal design of ASGS as the ASGS prototype with SVS desktop. How
the storyboards and contexts are generated in the ASGS prototype is described. The ASGS
prototype is developed under the following initial conditions: 1) training objective is to attack
buildings as critical resource, 2) mission objective is to occupy the critical resource, 3) training
level can be selected as novice, intermediate, advanced and expert, 4) training scale of the RF
can be squad or platoon, 5) trainee type is infantry and 6) a maximum scenario size is within
several hours. Based on these conditions, the ASGS prototype generates a scenario.
We can consider that the possibilities of ASGS applies to different field such as driving
or flight simulators. In the case of a driving simulator, ASGS sets trainees’ initial location,
training objective, mission objective, trainee level and so on. When the trainee driver comes
across an intersection, the agent behavior of another drivers will be dependent on training level
and driver’s action. In the novice level, the agent may come opposite direction into the
intersection and just go straight. In the intermediate level, the agent may turn left and go across
the intersection towards the trainee driver. In the expert level, the agent may perform as
motorcyclist or careless driver. The environmental condition can also apply in a mannersimilar to
military training. Thus, the idea of ASGS can be converted to other fields of training.
The next chapter discusses the results and evaluation of experiments under these
conditions.
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CHAPTER SIX: TEST AND EVALUATION
In this chapter, the ASGS prototype system is validated by the results of a scenario example with
a training objective and a mission objective. There are three objectives in the evaluation: 1)
Evaluating whether a reasonable and credible scenario is developed on SVS desktop by ASGS
prototype. In military training, developing a reasonable and credible scenario is a very important
point for the scenario development tools. The tool needs to create a suitable scenario for the
objective. Otherwise, the tool is useless. 2) Evaluating whether multiple credible scenarios for
the same input conditions are equivalent. The scenarios have to be validated for their equivalence
in order to provide multiple credible scenarios to trainees, and 3) Validating different levels of
training for the environment. The environmental conditions influence the level of training. In
these experiments, the opinions from experts are obtained for validating synergistic effects in
scenario and environment conditions.
The following sections describe general experimental procedure. Then, specific
experiments and their evaluation by three experts are described.

Experimental procedure
Following the previous objectives in evaluation, multiple exercises with the same training
conditions were used to verify the variety of reasonable and credible scenarios. The test case in
this experiment consisted of three levels of training exercises and two scenarios at each level for
a total of six test cases. The estimated exercise durations are less than thirty minutes each. Test
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results were presented to three experienced military experts for their evaluation. The possible
input information to the ASGS prototype system is shown in Table 19.
Table 19: Input conditions in ASGS prototype system for all test cases
Factor
Training objective
The target
Mission objective
Training Level
The scenario generation mode
Weather setting
Initial position

Information
Learning how to attack the target [fix]
A building [fix]
Occupy the target building [fix]
Novice, Intermediate, Expert
Automatic [fix]
Novice-1,2, Intermediate-1,2, Expert-1,2
Position 1,2,3,4

The training objective is selected as “learning how to attack the building” in the ASGS prototype
system. The target selected is, of course, a building. This is determined by a scenario developer
through the ASGS prototype. The mission objective is to reach the target building. In this
prototype, the size of the TF is a platoon and the type of trainee is infantry. However, all test
cases are evaluated for single infantry because the limitation of time to evaluate in this thesis.
The level of the exercise is selected among novice, intermediate and expert. Scenarios are
created by the ASGS prototype in two patterns of each level of exercise as SNO files labeled
such as “novice-1.sno” or “intermediate-1.sno” etc.
Furthermore, weather setting and initial positions are generated by the ASGS prototype in
different a file from the SNO scenario file. However, these two conditions cannot read
automatically to the SVS system. Thus, these two conditions have to be selected by the scenario
developer. The initial position of the evaluator is set at two different positions for each level of
training. The ASGS prototype system uses four positions as initial position. The novice level and
intermediate level uses the same initial positions, defined as “position 1” and “position 2”. The
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expert level uses two other positions defined as “position 3” and “position 4”. Two kinds of
environmental settings and initial positions are used to represent the different, yet equivalent
scenarios. The initial start position is the same for novice level and intermediate level. Figure 42
shows the initial positions of the evaluator marked as blue circles and the target location marked
as a red oval.

Position 2
Position 3

Target building

Position 4

Position 1

Figure 42: The initial positions of the trainee and the target location
The evaluator obtains information beforehand about training and mission objective, initial
position, location of the target building, and basic terrain, including other structures.
Figure 43 defines the area for setting the RF. The figure is viewed from a top position.
There are six possible positions of the RF. The size of the RF and its behaviors are changed by
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the level of the training and the initial position of the TF. Furthermore, firing points for the RF
are selected by ASGS prototype in each scenario.
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Figure 43: The possible positions for setting the RF
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: Target building
: Building

The terrain is flat and there are few concealments except buildings. Only the concealing
embankment can conceal the TF from the RF. Table 20 shows the six test cases created by the
ASGS prototype system. Table 21 describes the environmental setting for each file. These
condtions are generated by the ASGS prototype system, however, the files does not
automatically read, thus, the instructor has to select these conditions in each test cases.
Table 20: Test cases
Test case
Novice – 1
Novice – 2
Intermediate – 1
Intermediate – 2
Expert – 1
Expert – 2

The level of the training
Novice
Novice
Intermediate
Intermediate
Expert
Expert

The initial position
Position 1
Position 2
Position 2
Position 2
Position 3
Position 4

Environmental setting
Novice 1
Novice 1
Intermediate 1
Intermediate 2
Expert 1
Expert 2

Table 21: Environmental setting
The name of
environmental condition
Novice 1
Intermediate 1
Intermediate 2
Expert 1
Expert 2

Time
Noon
Morning
Evening
Dawn
Night

Wind direction and speed
Calm
Breeze
Breeze
Strong wind
Storm

Weather
Sunny
Sunny
Sunny
Rain
Snow

Fog
Clear
Mist
Clear
Dense fog
Clear

There are three objectives in each level of these experiments: 1) The objective of the novice level
of experiments is to validate it for generating multiple scenarios under the same environmental
condition, 2) The objective of intermediate level experiments is to validate it for generating
equivalent scenario under the same initial position of the TF and the different environmental
conditions and 3) The objective of expert level of experiments is to validate the representation
for generating clearly different levels of scenarios.
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These experiments were presented to three experienced military experts acting as
evaluators. These experts were Mr. Dan Mullally, Mr. Van Lowe and Mr. Quy Nguyen. Their
profile is briefly described in Table 22.
Table 22: Profile of the experts
No
1

Name
Mr. Daniel Mullally

2

Mr. Van Lowe

3

Mr. Quy Nguyen

Description
Daniel E. Mullally is currently a Research Scientist in the
IR Systems Lab at the College of Optics and Photonics at
the University of Central Florida. He served as a Principal
Investigator and training systems developer at the
Institute for Simulation and Training at UCF for over 20
years, retiring in 2002. He was responsible for the
analysis, design and development of war game-based
simulation for the Marine Corps manual war games
group. As Principal Investigator he recently completed the
Training Concept Development study for the US Army's
Objective Individual Combat Weapon system. He is a
retired US Marine Corps Major having served in the
USMC as an Infantry Officer from 1957-1977. He served
as the Marine Corps Liaison Officer to the U S Army
Infantry Board and the US Army Combat Developments
Command, Infantry Agency at Ft. Benning, Georgia for 3
years.
“Van was a career Army officer with a variety of
command and staff assignments in the U.S. and overseas.
His military experience includes a perspective of both the
combat developer and material developer having served in
Combat Developments at HQ TRADOC and as a project
director for several programs at PM TRADE. “(IST website, 2006)
Quy Nguyen, project engineer of Indoor Simulation
Markshipman Trainer (ISMT), has been worked for five
years at Program Manager For Training System (PM
TRASYS) which is belonging to Marines Corps System
Command (MCSC) in Orlando, FL. His work at PM
TRASYS in providing training solutions to develop and
enhance the performance of Marines.
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An evaluation sheet was provided to the evaluators. The form of the evaluation sheet is
questions-and-answers and the experts evaluate throughout the experiments. The questions are
described in the following Table 23. The answers to the questions can be “yes”, “no” or “don’t
know”. One questionnaire was used to cover the six experiments shown to each of these experts.
Table 23: Question for the exercises
No
1
2
3
4
5

Question
The scenarios at each level of the exercise are equivalent
You can recognize that the levels of the exercises are different
The RFs (CGF) behave with reality
The exercises are effective for the trainee
The environmental conditions influence the exercises and are appropriate for the exercises.

Specific experiments
This section describes the experiments and the results from ASGS prototype as well as the expert
evaluator’s judgment. An externally-generated scenario file can be read into SVS desktop system.
The file has to define the scenario correctly in grammar. Otherwise, all objects and information
cannot be displayed in the SVS desktop system. Even if the SVS system fails to read the scenario
file, an error message is not issued by the SVS system. For instance, the ASGS prototype system
generates scenario information of firing point, path, entities and their behavior, signal, and
environmental setting. When the data for a firing point is not set correctly, neither are all other
information in the SVS desktop. Therefore, when the information appears in the SVS desktop, all
data is certain to be set grammatically correct. The information of all cases such as firing points
and their positions, the number of entities, the initial positions and behaviors of entities, signals
and environmental settings were determined to be set correctly in all experiments. Thus, the
results regard the ASGS prototype as correctly generating the scenario files.
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In SVS desktop, all information about the scenario, environment and initial position can
be changed by the scenario developer. This information is saved as individual files under the
SVS folders. These files can be overwritten or selected from several files in order to use other
SVS desktop computers. These files do not depend on whether the file is created in SVS desktop
or not. Thus, the files generated by ASGS prototype system can be edited through the SVS
desktop. The test can confirm this by changing the weather setting, add an event in a path and
change initial position. Each test case is described as follows:

Novice level of experiment – Experiment 1 and 2
Experiments 1 and 2 reflect the novice-level experiments. The main objective of novice level
experiments is to validate it for generating multiple scenarios under the same environmental
condition. The input conditions to the ASGS prototype are described in Table 24.
Table 24: Input conditions for the Experiments 1 and 2
Conditons
Scenario name
The training objective
Target
The mission objective
The level of exercise
The scale of TF
The type of TF
Select scenario generation mode
Start location
Weather condition

Attributes for experiment 1
Novice – 1
Attack
Building
Occupy a target
Novice
Platoon
Infantry
Automatic
Position 1
Novice 1

Attributes for experiment 2
Novice – 2
Attack
Building
Occupy a target
Novice
Platoon
Infantry
Automatic
Position 2
Novice 2

The output from the ASGS prototype is described as a storyboard, context sequence and
environmental conditions. The storyboard of experiment 1 is described in Figure 44.
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Figure 44: The storyboard of experiment 1
In experiment 1, the initial position of the TF is southeast of the target building in the map. There
are two open spaces between the TF initial position and the target building. In this situation, area
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1 is of course the most important area for RF to defend the building. Area 2 and area 6 are also
important areas. When the TF takes route A, it is easily shot by the RF at area 1, 2 or 6. This
means that the TF does not consider concealment from the RF. Route B can be selected by a
well-trained TF. There is a bank that can conceal the TF from RFs. Area 3 is also considered for
defending towards the approached TF. Therefore, the RF is concentrated on area 1, 2, 3 and area
6. Two RF soldiers are placed on each of these areas. Figure 45 shows a bird’s eye viewpoint of
the result of generating scenario. Black lines are paths for the RFs that traces on the path as
waypoints.

Figure 45: A bird’s eye view of the result of generating scenario in experiment 1
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The storyboard of experiment 2 is described as Figure 46.
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Figure 46: The storyboard of experiment 2
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In experiment 2, the initial position of the TF is southwest of the target building in the map. This
time, the trainee starts at the opposite direction to the target building from experiment 1.There is
very wide open space between the TF initial position and the target building. If the TF selects
route A, the RF of area 1, 2 and 3 can easily fire upon the TF. Thus, route B can be selected by a
well-trained TF. Therefore, for the same reason as experiment 1, the RF is concentrated on area 1,
2 and 3. Two RFs are placed on each of these areas.
Figure 47 shows the results of an environmental setting in experiments 1 and 2. This
snapshot is at initial position of experiment 1.

Figure 47: environmental setting (novice)
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Figure 48 shows bird’s eye view and TF view at initial position of experiment 2.

Figure 48: A bird’s eye view (top) and initial position (bottom) in experiment 2
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Figure 49 describes context sequence of the RF. It depicts the behavior representation. The
trigger of transition from Patrol-context to HastyAttack-context for the RF is signaled by the
instructor. The timing and place to transition the context is different each time. It represents a
kind of dynamic scenario. Actual results are contained in the SNO file. The file content is
attached as appendix B following at “namespace paths”.
Locate-context
Set initial
position

Patrol-context
Walk unless
received signal

HastyAttack -context
Stop, stand and fire at
firing point

Figure 49: Context sequence of the RF

Intermediate level of experiment – Experiment 3 and 4
Experiments 3 and 4 reflect an intermediate level of competence. The objective of the
intermediate level experiments is to validate it for generating equivalent scenarios under the
same initial position of the TF. The difference between experiments 3 and 4 is scenario and
weather conditions. The input conditions to the ASGS prototype are described in Table 25.
Table 25: Input conditions in the Experiments 3 and 4
Conditons
Scenario name
The training objective
Target
The mission objective
The level of exercise
The scale of TF
The type of TF
Select scenario generation mode
Start location
Weather condition

Attributes for
experiment 3
Intermediate-1
Attack
Building
Occupy a target
Intermediate
Platoon
Infantry
Automatic
Position 2
Intermediate 1
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Attributes for
experiment 4
Intermediate-2
Attack
Building
Occupy a target
Intermediate
Platoon
Infantry
Automatic
Position 2
Intermediate 2

The storyboard of experiment 3 is described as Figure 50.

2

1
3

Open space

4

Route A
Route B

Position2
: Area and its
number

: Initial position
for the trainee
: A concealing
embankment

: The RF
guard area

: Target building
: Building
: The RF

Figure 50: The storyboard of experiment 3
The initial position of the TF is southwest of the target building in the map. This time, the
weather condition is changed from the novice level. The platoon size of the RF is set at area 1, 2,
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3 and 4. This is stronger defense than that faced at the novice level. The RF behaves with caution.
Even if the TF selects route B for approaching the target building, he has to defeat strong RFs to
access the target building. At least two RF soldiers are placed on each of these areas. The path of
the RF is set L shape around the building. The storyboard of experiment 4 is described in Figure
51.

6

1
2

Open space

Route A
Route B

Position2
: Area and its
number
: The RF
guard area

: Initial position
for the trainee

: Target building

: A concealing
embankment

: Building

Figure 51: The storyboard of experiment 4
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: The RF

The initial position of the TF is southwest of the target building in the map. This time, the
weather condition is changed from experiment 3. The size of the RF is as same as experiment 3.
However, the location of the RF is different. The RF is concentrated the place on area 1, area 2,
area 3 and area 6 instead of area 4. At least, two RFs are placed on each of these areas. The path
of the RF is set in front of a building for attacking the TF.
Figure 52 shows environmental view at position 2 in experiment 3. This time, the target
building is not seen well. It demands the TF to approach more carefully

Figure 52: Initial position in experiment 3
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Figure 53 shows snapshot at position 2 in experiment 3. This time, The TF cannot see
around the field. It demands the TF to approach with precaution.

Figure 53: Initial position in experiment 4
Figure 54 describes the context sequence of the RF in experiment 3 and 4. The figure depicts
their behavior representation.
Locate-context
Set initial
position

Guard-context
Crouches unless
received signal

HastyAttack-context
Stop, prone and fire at
firing point

Figure 54: Context sequence of the RF
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Expert level of experiment – Experiment 5 and 6
Experiments 5 and 6 reflect expert level of competence. The objective of the expert level
experiments is to validate the representation for generating clearly different levels of scenarios.
The difference between the novice and intermediate level is different start position, severe
weather conditions, and strong behavior of the RFs. On the other hand, the difference between
experiments 5 and 6 is scenario, initial position of the TF and weather conditions. The input
conditions to the ASGS prototype are described in Table 26.
Table 26: Input conditions for the Experiments 5 and 6
Conditons
The training objective
Target
The mission objective
The level of exercise
The scale of TF
The type of TF
Select scenario generation mode
Scenario name
Start location
Weather condition

Attributes for
Experiment 5
Attack
Building
Occupy a target
Expert
Platoon
Infantry
Automatic
Expert-1
Position 3
Expert 1
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Attributes for
Experiment 6
Attack
Building
Occupy a target
Expert
Platoon
Infantry
Automatic
Expert-2
Position 4
Expert 2

The storyboard of experiment 5 is described as Figure 55.

1

Open space

2
3

5
4

Open space

Position3
: Area and its
number
: The RF
: Initial position
for the trainee

: Target building
: Building
: A concealing
embankment

Figure 55: The storyboard of experiment 5
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The storyboard of experiment 6 is described as Figure 56.

1

Open space
2
3

5
4

Open space

Position4
: Area and its
number
: The RF
: Initial position
for the trainee

: Target building
: Building
: A concealing
embankment

Figure 56: The storyboard of experiment 6
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The initial position in experiment 5 is northwest of the target building at Figure 55. The initial
position in experiment 6 is southwest of the target building in Figure 56. This time, the weather
condition is more severe than the novice and intermediate levels. The TF does not see anything
well. The size of RFs is company. More than 30 RFs lie in ambush around the building. The RFs
are set the in 2nd and 3rd floors of the target building. Thus, the TF will force difficulty in
approaching the target building. Figure 57 shows the snapshot of the initial positions in
Experiment 5 and 6. The RF does not move at all and weather condition is at worst. Thus, these
exercises are the most difficult for the TF. The RF is widely spread across whole areas.

The snapshot in experiment 5

The snapshot in experiment 6

Figure 57: Environmental condition in experiment 5 and 6

Summarize results
Creating a scenario in SVS desktop system requires much effort by a scenario developer.
Although the developer wants to create 10 CGF that are behaved the same, he has to repeatedly
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create 10 CGF behaviors. On the other hand, the ASGS prototype needs him to just answer some
easy questions. It can clearly reduce time.
Because of these experiments, it was shown that at a novice level of experiments,
changing the direction for approaching the target building is effective for making equivalent but
different situations. As an intermediate level of experiments, environmental condition and the
different behavior of the RF are expressed in different scenarios at the same initial position. At
an expert level of experiments, environmental conditions are too severe to attack. Thus, the level
of the training is obviously different.

Evaluation of the experiments
For evaluating the reality of scenarios, the following five factors are evaluated by validation
subjects (the experienced military officers): 1) the exercise is realistic, 2) Two different scenarios
of same level are equivalent, 3) scenarios of different levels can be recognized, 4) the scenarios
represent effective for the trainee and 5) the environmental conditions influence the scenario.
The experiments with these officers do not constitute an in-depth validation. Nevertheless, it is
an evaluation of the effectiveness of the ASGS. The results of all experiments are described in
Table 27.
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Table 27: The evaluation of all test cases
military
expert
Date
Question 1
Answer
Reason

Question 2
Answer
Reason

Question 3
Answer
Reason

Question 4
Answer
Reason

Question 5
Answer
Reason

Mr. Van Lowe

Mr. Daniel Mullally

Mr. Quy Nguyen

5/30/06
6/2/06
6/2/06
The scenarios at each level of the exercise are equivalent
Yes
Yes
Yes
Direction of attack
Level of difficulty
Each level has its models, simulations
remains the same
and equipment that can create the
direction of attack
information required to induce the
changes
presence of the real world, including
the weather, ground or sea surface
and natural or artificial lighting.
You can recognize that the levels of the exercises are different
Yes
Yes
Yes
More OPFOR at each Use of cover,
It is very easy to recognize the level
level, environmental
concealment chances, of its exercise because its
differences.
both environment
environment such as expert level has
changes.
rain; and it’s in dark condition.
The RFs (CGF) behave with reality
No
Yes
Yes
OPFOR is firing at me As much as can be
Behavioral entity parameters which
but they aren’t firing
shown on a flat piece
define interactive performance,
me. Waypoint issue or of terrain. Instructor
including knowledge/ reasoning
SVS limitation
can modify behavior.
about terrain, tactics; and doctrine,
which combines knowledge and
tactics into behaviour rule sets.
The exercises are effective for the trainee
Yes
Yes
Yes
Provided sufficient
Covered in critique
There are couple levels in this
situational info is given
exercises which will be very effective
them
for trainee. The trainee will be trained
in different levels, skills,
environmental and so on.
The environmental conditions influence the exercises and are appropriate for the
exercises.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Environmental
Changeable
Through virtual environments in an
conditions affect the
unrestricted fashion or it can shift to
difficulty of the attack
individual mode to follow the
physical restraints of the simulated
world.
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Three military experts evaluated these experiments. All of the answers for the questions are
positive except one answer for question 3. A RF fires behind them without turning around. This
does not always happen, as other two experts did not mention it. Without this problem, the
experts evaluated these exercises to be generally realistic situations and are acceptable for
training within limited situations. The RFs are set closely to the target building and the forces
behavior is changed by the training level. This is effective for the trainees. The fog influences the
visibility for the trainees. The time of day, such as morning or evening, the weather condition
such as rain, sunshine or snow influence the brightness. These factors are very important for
military activities and effectively influence the difficulty of training exercises in the scenario
created by the ASGS prototype system.
In the novice level of training, the experiment was evaluated by three experts. The answer
from question 1 finds that changing start position but not changing the location of the target
building is effective for representing multiple scenarios. However, the answer for question 3 by
Mr. Van Lowe states that the CGF shoots behind itself without looking around. The TF may
misunderstand the RF behavior. To prevent this unrealistic behavior, the aiming place to fire
should be defined more finely.
The result of the novice level of experiments is that changing weather condition can be
effective for representing different levels of training. The behavior of the RF is also different and
appropriate for representing level than it is for novice. The answer to questions 2 and 5 shows the
evaluation of this level of experiments. Increasing RFs and changing environmental conditions
can be recognized as more difficult than novice level. Thus, the trainee can be trained by the
exercises in a different situation.
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The result of expert level of experiments is that the weather conditions are too severe for
a single soldier. Even when executing experiment under novice weather conditions, there are too
many RFs around the building. Thus, the military experts said this level of exercise should
represent team training for the TF. The military experts’ answers for questions 2 and 5 show the
environmental condition are effective in recognizing these experiments are the most difficult
level.

Consideration and summary
When the RF counterattacks against the TF, the RF sometimes does not open fire towards the TF.
That is, the TF cannot exactly recognize whether an appeared RF is enemy or friendly. When an
“open fire” command is executed by a RF, even if the firing point of the RF is behind them, the
RF does not turn around towards the firing direction. For example, at the novice level exercise, a
“open fire” event happens when a RF entity is on the path for moving away from the TF, the RF
will fire immediately at that point even if the TF is behind it. If the trainee has already detected
and observed the RF, the trainee will possibly understand the situation that the RF detects any
other objects and fires in their direction. These experiments assume that the trainee is attacking
by himself and there is no reinforcement. Thus, the trainee can attack when he sees anyone as the
RF. However, when a team exercise is considered, at least the attacking direction and the RF
direction should be the same. This is a problem to be solved. One possible solution is that
increasing the waypoints and the waypoints set the signal to always fire in the direction that the
red force is moving.
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The ASGS prototype provides equivalent but different scenario for the TF. Different
factor is follows: 1) The initial position of TF, 2) The location of the RFs and 3) The
environmental conditions. Although these factors provide different scenarios, following factors
area the same: 1) The behavior of the RFs, 2) The size of the RFs and 3) The visibility. These
factors can provide equivalent training for the TF.
In ASGS prototype system, the mission objective is “occupy the target building” that the
TF must defeat the RFs completely around the target building. When the TF reaches the target
building after it defeats all RFs, the scenario ends. The expert commented that the trainee is less
motivated with this mission objective. Because there is not enough concealment around the
target building, the trainee cannot easily approach the target building.
The initial stage of the ASGS prototype system provides brief training and mission
objectives. Furthermore, the ASGS prototype system does not use static objects such as trees or
oil drums for concealment. When attacking is a training objective, concealment objects are very
important in the exercise. The static objects should be included in the scenario generation.
Another issue is that the ammunition is unlimited in the ASGS prototype system. The actual
situation of attacking a building by a platoon force, the ammunition is limited and usually less
than normal combat situation because of their quick attack.
There are some remaining issues in the scenario generation such as providing objectives
in detail or to set static objects which represents more realistic environment. However, overall,
the scenario events, the RF behaviors, the location of the RF and environmental conditions are
effective and suitable for an attacking training exercise. Therefore, the behavior representation of
the RFs through contexts, spotting troops in positions using storyboards and setting of
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environmental conditions work correctly. In the future, ASGS can be evolved with more training
objectives and more mission objectives.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSION

Summary
In military simulation-based training, generate scenarios is a time-consuming but important task
for effective training.
This thesis describes an algorithm to automatically generate new training scenarios upon
definition of the input conditions. When an instructor provides training objectives, mission
objectives, training levels and the size of trainees, storyboards are created by ASGS. ASGS then
assumes the course of actions of the trainees. Next, ASGS generates the behaviors of the RFs
CxBR. The scenario file is generated as output by ASGS. The ASGS prototype system that
incorporates the algorithms above was developed. The system was able to generate a scenario
file automatically for the SVS desktop system when provided with specific conditions. An
equivalent but different scenario can be developed by the ASGS prototype system even when the
instructor-provides the same conditions. The results of development scenarios were evaluated by
three experienced military experts. The evaluations confirmed that the scenarios provide
replicate and different yet equivalent training.

Conclusion
The ASGS prototype system successfully implements the idea of storyboards and CxBR. The
test results showed the possibility of automatically generating scenarios that are different but
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equivalent. However, the ASGS prototype system is limited, generating few training and mission
objectives. The instructor has to input point data (e.g. firing points, waypoints) to the ASGS
prototype. This is not enough for executing various training. CGF behavior representation in
SVS desktop is simple. SVS desktop does not make the most of CxBR ability. Thus, this
research needs to be continued further. It includes a greater variety of behavior representation,
the kind of training simulation, mission and training objectives and other factors.
The concept of ASGS can be used for different military training. For example, the
infantry in ASGS prototype can transition to a submarine in the navy training. A warship can
detect the submarine at the shallows that means wide-open area for the infantry. The behavior
representation can also transition to the warship.
In this thesis, the ASGS prototype generated squad scale of exercises. However, ASGS
can apply for scale up TF. Even if the TF is a platoon or larger forces, the trainee course of
action, as well as storyboads and CxBR for the RF, will not change during ASGS. ASGS regards
the TF as a platoon or larger TF.
Therefore, ASGS has a huge potential to generate scenarios to many kinds of training
simulation.

Future Research
ASGS only considers course of action for a part of the team training. In the near future, more
objectives should be considered. For example, the attacking scenario developed in the ASGS
prototype system can be divided into three detailed scenarios: 1) when a hostage is in the target
building, the exercise includes the decision-making whether to attack or not, 2) when there is no
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hostage but the building is a critical resource such as a military installation and the trainee should
decide to attack carefully, and 3) when the mission is just to occupy the area, the trainee will
observe whether there is artillery nearby or not. Thus, the motivation of the mission or training
should be considered with scenario generation.
When a scenario is generated, the events and actions should be provided to the instructor
through the ASGS GUI. At this point, the instructor does not get any information about events
and actions through the ASGS prototype system. Therefore, if the instructor wants to get
information of scenario, he has to confirm through SVS desktop. This is time-consuming work.
Also, the instructor cannot explain the situation before the exercise begins. When the information
can be obtained or listed by ASGS, the instructor can easily revise or edit the scenario.
ASGS is using default terrain and objects provided by the SVS desktop. ASGS does not
recognize the key terrain or critical objects by itself. Therefore, an instructor has to set the
information of object location and terrain border. ASGS should provide an interface for selecting
a target, recognizing or creating terrain.
ASGS may apply to other kinds of training simulation such as driving simulator or flight
simulator. ASGS has a great possibility of scenario generation not only military training but also
many other field of training simulation.
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APPENDIX A: THE SOURCE OF ASGS PROTOTYPE SYSTEM
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// ASGS.cpp : Defines the entry point for the console application.
// This is abstract of main function of ASGS prototype

int _tmain(int argc, _TCHAR* argv[])
{
int i,j,k,l,m,n,o;
while(1){
/* selects the training objective*/
printf("<decide actions for the training objective>\n");
printf("1:attack\n2:defend\n3:reconniter\n4:march\n9:quit\n->");
scanf("%d",&i);
if(i==9) break;
else if(i==1){
printf("\n");
/* selects the target*/
printf("<what is the target>\n");
printf("1:building\n2:bridge\n3:military unit\n9:quit\n->");
scanf("%d",&j);
if(j==1) printf("learning how to attack the building\n");
else if(j==9) break;
else printf("the target can't choose this prototype system\n");
}
else printf("the action can't choose this prototype system\n");
/* selects the mission objective*/
printf("<select the mission objective>\n");
printf("1:occupy the building.\n9:quit\n->");
scanf("%d",&k);
if(k==9) break;
/* selects the level of training*/
printf("<select the level of exercise>\n");
printf("1:beginner\n2:intermediate\n3:advanced\n4:expert\n->");
scanf("%d",&l);
if(l>=1 && l<=4) TrainingLevel=l-1;
else printf("input error\n");
/* selects the trainee force's scale and type*/
printf("<select the scele of trainee force>\n");
printf("1:platoon\n2:company\n3:battalion\n->");
scanf("%d",&m);
if(m==1){}
else printf("input error\n");
printf("<select the type of trainee force>\n");
printf("1:infantry\n2:artilery\n3:engineer\n4:cavalry\n5:combined choices(infanty and artillery)\n->");
scanf("%d",&n);
if(n==1){}
else printf("input error\n");
/* selects the scenario generation mode*/
printf("<select the mode>\n");
printf("1:automatic\n2:manual\n9:quit\n->");
scanf("%d",&o);
if(o==1){
initDataset();
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SetrbdOverlayObj();
SetrbdPointObj();
SetrbdLineObj();
SetrbdZone();
SetrbdChembioZone();
SetrbdAudioZone();
SetrbdArtillery();
SetrbdCgfScenario();
SetrbdStaticModelLoader();
}
else if(o==2){}
else printf("input error\n");
}
return 0;
}
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APPENDIX B: A RESULT OF SCENARIO GENERATION
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This is a result of novice level of the training scenario.
namespace rbdOverlayObjModule {
namespace <default>-1 {color = 0.00 0.00 0.00;
association = "DSE_FRIENDLY" "DSE_HOSTILE" "DSE_NEUTRAL" "DSE_OTHER";
}
}
namespace rbdPointObjModule {
namespace point_1 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-1";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4682.79 2496.56 10.50;
}
namespace point_2 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-2";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4696.97 2506.88 10.50;
}
namespace point_3 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-3";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4697.98 2525.75 10.50;
}
namespace point_4 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-4";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4697.59 2545.18 10.50;
}
namespace point_5 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-5";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4697.58 2559.69 10.50;
}
namespace point_6 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-6";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4697.26 2575.64 10.50;
}
namespace point_7 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-7";
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color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4697.20 2591.89 10.50;
}
namespace point_8 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-8";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4677.23 2608.17 10.50;
}
namespace point_9 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-9";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4677.04 2576.04 10.50;
}
namespace point_10 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-10";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4677.41 2544.22 10.50;
}
namespace point_11 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-11";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4676.97 2511.24 10.50;
}
namespace point_12 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-12";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4645.13 2510.78 10.50;
}
namespace point_13 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-13";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4645.24 2545.06 10.50;
}
namespace point_14 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-14";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4644.86 2577.60 10.50;
}
namespace point_15 {
overlay = "<default>";
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style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-15";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4636.65 2608.20 10.50;
}
namespace point_16 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-16";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4636.66 2592.66 10.50;
}
namespace point_17 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-17";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4623.82 2578.13 10.50;
}
namespace point_18 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-18";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4609.35 2546.06 10.50;
}
namespace point_19 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-19";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4610.36 2510.03 10.50;
}
namespace point_20 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-20";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4649.19 2632.20 10.50;
}
namespace point_21 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-21";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4608.93 2700.70 10.50;
}
namespace point_22 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-22";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4644.81 2701.54 10.50;
}
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namespace point_23 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-23";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4677.37 2701.28 10.50;
}
namespace point_24 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-24";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4714.13 2702.11 10.50;
}
namespace point_25 {
overlay = "<default>";
style = "Default";
name = "TargetPoint-25";
color = 1.00 1.00 1.00;
location = 4746.51 2701.29 10.50;
}
}
namespace rbdLineObjModule {}
namespace rbdZoneModule {}
namespace rbdChembioZoneModule {}
namespace rbdAudioZoneModule {}
namespace rbdArtilleryModule {}
namespace rbdCgfScenario {
const version = 1;
const pathThickness = 3;
const signalList =
"Open Fire A team to R"
"Open Fire A team to L"
"Open Fire B team to R"
"Open Fire B team to L"
"Open Fire CD team to R"
"Open Fire C team to L"
"Open Fire E team to R"
"Open Fire E team to L"
"Open Fire F team to U"
;
namespace entities {
namespace humans {
namespace sdt_human_1 {
const scenarioHandle = 1300;
const name = "The-red-force-M16A2-0";
const pos = 4649.38 2603.62 10.00;
const heading = 0.00;
const path = 2030;
const objectType = "lifeForm_US_IC_M16A2";
const marking = "CGF";
const association = "HOSTILE";
const primaryWeapon = "M16";
const secondaryWeapon = "M9";
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const accuracy = 0.10;
const echelon = "None";
const posture = "Stand";
const movement = "Walk";
}
namespace sdt_human_2 {
const scenarioHandle = 1301;
const name = "The-red-force-M16A2-1";
const pos = 4674.02 2572.81 10.00;
const heading = 0.00;
const path = 2031;
const objectType = "lifeForm_US_IC_M16A2";
const marking = "CGF";
const association = "HOSTILE";
const primaryWeapon = "M16";
const secondaryWeapon = "M9";
const accuracy = 0.10;
const echelon = "None";
const posture = "Stand";
const movement = "Walk";
}
namespace sdt_human_3 {
const scenarioHandle = 1302;
const name = "The-red-force-M16A2-2";
const pos = 4652.07 2620.37 10.00;
const heading = 0.00;
const path = 2032;
const objectType = "lifeForm_US_IC_M16A2";
const marking = "CGF";
const association = "HOSTILE";
const primaryWeapon = "M16";
const secondaryWeapon = "M9";
const accuracy = 0.10;
const echelon = "None";
const posture = "Stand";
const movement = "Walk";
}
namespace sdt_human_4 {
const scenarioHandle = 1303;
const name = "The-red-force-M16A2-3";
const pos = 4671.90 2639.69 10.00;
const heading = 0.00;
const path = 2033;
const objectType = "lifeForm_US_IC_M16A2";
const marking = "CGF";
const association = "HOSTILE";
const primaryWeapon = "M16";
const secondaryWeapon = "M9";
const accuracy = 0.10;
const echelon = "None";
const posture = "Stand";
const movement = "Walk";
}
namespace sdt_human_5 {
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const scenarioHandle = 1304;
const name = "The-red-force-M16A2-4";
const pos = 4714.03 2630.35 10.00;
const heading = 0.00;
const path = 2034;
const objectType = "lifeForm_US_IC_M16A2";
const marking = "CGF";
const association = "HOSTILE";
const primaryWeapon = "M16";
const secondaryWeapon = "M9";
const accuracy = 0.10;
const echelon = "None";
const posture = "Stand";
const movement = "Walk";
}
namespace sdt_human_6 {
const scenarioHandle = 1305;
const name = "The-red-force-M16A2-5";
const pos = 4691.77 2661.02 10.00;
const heading = 0.00;
const path = 2035;
const objectType = "lifeForm_US_IC_M16A2";
const marking = "CGF";
const association = "HOSTILE";
const primaryWeapon = "M16";
const secondaryWeapon = "M9";
const accuracy = 0.10;
const echelon = "None";
const posture = "Stand";
const movement = "Walk";
}
namespace sdt_human_7 {
const scenarioHandle = 1306;
const name = "The-red-force-M16A2-6";
const pos = 4673.30 2693.33 8.55 ;
const heading = 0.00;
const path = 2036;
const objectType = "lifeForm_US_IC_M16A2";
const marking = "CGF";
const association = "HOSTILE";
const primaryWeapon = "M16";
const secondaryWeapon = "M9";
const accuracy = 0.10;
const echelon = "None";
const posture = "Stand";
const movement = "Walk";
}
namespace sdt_human_8 {
const scenarioHandle = 1307;
const name = "The-red-force-M16A2-7";
const pos = 4593.47 2630.88 10.00;
const heading = 0.00;
const path = 2037;
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const objectType = "lifeForm_US_IC_M16A2";
const marking = "CGF";
const association = "HOSTILE";
const primaryWeapon = "M16";
const secondaryWeapon = "M9";
const accuracy = 0.10;
const echelon = "None";
const posture = "Stand";
const movement = "Walk";
}
}
namespace groundVehicles {}
}
namespace paths {
namespace sdt_path_1 {
const type = "LifeFormPath";
const handle = 2030;
const name = "The-red-force-Path-0";
const closed = True;
const wpList =
"wp_0"
"wp_1"
"wp_2"
"wp_3"
;
namespace wp_0 {
const pos = 4649.38 2603.62 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" "command_7" "command_8" "command_9" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Timer";
const time = 10;
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stand";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire A team to L";
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 7;
}
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namespace command_7 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
namespace command_8 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 15;
}
namespace command_9 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 16;
}
}
namespace wp_1 {
const pos = 4673.77 2604.13 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire A team to R";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 14;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 6;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 9;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 17;
}
}
namespace wp_2 {
const pos = 4674.11 2576.49 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
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const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire A team to R";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 14;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 6;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 9;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 17;
}
}
namespace wp_3 {
const pos = 4648.59 2577.35 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire A team to L";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 7;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 15;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 16;
}
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}
}
namespace sdt_path_2 {
const type = "LifeFormPath";
const handle = 2031;
const name = "The-red-force-Path-1";
const closed = True;
const wpList =
"wp_0"
"wp_1"
"wp_2"
"wp_3"
;
namespace wp_0 {
const pos = 4674.02 2572.81 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" "command_7" "command_8" "command_9" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Timer";
const time = 10;
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stand";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire A team to R";
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 14;
}
namespace command_7 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 6;
}
namespace command_8 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 9;
}
namespace command_9 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 17;
}
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}
namespace wp_1 {
const pos = 4648.63 2574.16 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire A team to R";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 14;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 6;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 9;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 17;
}
}
namespace wp_2 {
const pos = 4647.83 2548.13 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire A team to L";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 7;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
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const pointHandle = 8;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 15;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 16;
}
}
namespace wp_3 {
const pos = 4673.77 2548.31 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire A team to R";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 14;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 6;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 9;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 17;
}
}
}
namespace sdt_path_3 {
const type = "LifeFormPath";
const handle = 2032;
const name = "The-red-force-Path-2";
const closed = True;
const wpList =
"wp_0"
"wp_1"
"wp_2"
"wp_3"
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;
namespace wp_0 {
const pos = 4652.07 2620.37 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" "command_7" "command_8" "command_9" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Timer";
const time = 10;
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stand";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire B team to R";
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 7;
}
namespace command_7 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
namespace command_8 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 15;
}
namespace command_9 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 16;
}
}
namespace wp_1 {
const pos = 4641.02 2620.03 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire B team to R";
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}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 7;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 15;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 16;
}
}
namespace wp_2 {
const pos = 4640.92 2609.26 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire B team to R";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 7;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 15;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 16;
}
}
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namespace wp_3 {
const pos = 4652.09 2609.39 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire B team to R";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 7;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 15;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 16;
}
}
}
namespace sdt_path_4 {
const type = "LifeFormPath";
const handle = 2033;
const name = "The-red-force-Path-3";
const closed = True;
const wpList =
"wp_0"
"wp_1"
"wp_2"
"wp_3"
;
namespace wp_0 {
const pos = 4671.90 2639.69 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" "command_7" "command_8" "command_9" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Timer";
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const time = 10;
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stand";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire B team to R";
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 7;
}
namespace command_7 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
namespace command_8 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 15;
}
namespace command_9 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 16;
}
}
namespace wp_1 {
const pos = 4660.50 2639.65 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire B team to R";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 7;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
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}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 15;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 16;
}
}
namespace wp_2 {
const pos = 4660.83 2629.01 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire B team to R";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 7;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 15;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 16;
}
}
namespace wp_3 {
const pos = 4672.37 2628.83 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire B team to R";
}
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namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 7;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 15;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 16;
}
}
}
namespace sdt_path_5 {
const type = "LifeFormPath";
const handle = 2034;
const name = "The-red-force-Path-4";
const closed = True;
const wpList =
"wp_0"
"wp_1"
"wp_2"
"wp_3"
;
namespace wp_0 {
const pos = 4714.03 2630.35 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" "command_7" "command_8" "command_9" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Timer";
const time = 10;
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stand";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire CD team to R";
}
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namespace command_5 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 5;
}
namespace command_7 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 6;
}
namespace command_8 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 7;
}
namespace command_9 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
}
namespace wp_1 {
const pos = 4686.64 2629.98 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire CD team to R";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 5;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 6;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 7;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
}
namespace wp_2 {
const pos = 4687.00 2618.15 10.00;
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const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire CD team to R";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 5;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 6;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 7;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
}
namespace wp_3 {
const pos = 4713.36 2618.02 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire CD team to R";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 5;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 6;
}
namespace command_5 {
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const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 7;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
}
}
namespace sdt_path_6 {
const type = "LifeFormPath";
const handle = 2035;
const name = "The-red-force-Path-5";
const closed = True;
const wpList =
"wp_0"
"wp_1"
"wp_2"
"wp_3"
;
namespace wp_0 {
const pos = 4691.77 2661.02 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" "command_7" "command_8" "command_9" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Timer";
const time = 10;
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stand";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire CD team to R";
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 5;
}
namespace command_7 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 6;
}
namespace command_8 {
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const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 7;
}
namespace command_9 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
}
namespace wp_1 {
const pos = 4680.44 2662.05 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire CD team to R";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 5;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 6;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 7;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
}
namespace wp_2 {
const pos = 4680.23 2635.44 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire CD team to R";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
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}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 5;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 6;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 7;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
}
namespace wp_3 {
const pos = 4691.36 2635.29 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire CD team to R";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 5;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 6;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 7;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
}
}
namespace sdt_path_7 {
const type = "LifeFormPath";
const handle = 2036;
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const name = "The-red-force-Path-6";
const closed = True;
const wpList =
"wp_0"
"wp_1"
"wp_2"
"wp_3"
;
namespace wp_0 {
const pos = 4673.30 2693.33 8.55 ;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" "command_7" "command_8" "command_9" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Timer";
const time = 10;
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stand";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire E team to R";
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 16;
}
namespace command_7 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 17;
}
namespace command_8 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 18;
}
namespace command_9 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 20;
}
}
namespace wp_1 {
const pos = 4644.90 2693.47 8.56 ;
const loopCommands = False;
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const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire E team to R";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 16;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 17;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 18;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 20;
}
}
namespace wp_2 {
const pos = 4613.42 2693.04 8.52 ;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire E team to R";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 16;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 17;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
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const pointHandle = 18;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 20;
}
}
namespace wp_3 {
const pos = 4590.69 2692.02 8.61 ;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire E team to R";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 16;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 17;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 18;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 20;
}
}
}
namespace sdt_path_8 {
const type = "LifeFormPath";
const handle = 2037;
const name = "The-red-force-Path-7";
const closed = True;
const wpList =
"wp_0"
"wp_1"
"wp_2"
"wp_3"
;
namespace wp_0 {
const pos = 4593.47 2630.88 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
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const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" "command_7" "command_8" "command_9" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Timer";
const time = 10;
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stand";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire F team to U";
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
namespace command_7 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 15;
}
namespace command_8 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 16;
}
namespace command_9 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 20;
}
}
namespace wp_1 {
const pos = 4581.39 2631.48 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire F team to U";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
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namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 15;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 16;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 20;
}
}
namespace wp_2 {
const pos = 4581.23 2618.73 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire F team to U";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 15;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 16;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 20;
}
}
namespace wp_3 {
const pos = 4593.30 2618.87 10.00;
const loopCommands = False;
const commandList ="command_0" "command_1" "command_2" "command_3" "command_4" "command_5"
"command_6" ;
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namespace command_0 {
const command = "Walk";
}
namespace command_1 {
const command = "Wait For Signal";
const signal = "Open Fire F team to U";
}
namespace command_2 {
const command = "Stop";
}
namespace command_3 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 8;
}
namespace command_4 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 15;
}
namespace command_5 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 16;
}
namespace command_6 {
const command = "Shoot At Point";
const pointHandle = 20;
}
}
}
}
}
namespace rbdStaticModelLoader {
namespace modelData {}
namespace instances {}

}
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APPENDIX C: A RESULT OF SIGNALS FOR SCENARIO
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This is a signal list for all experiments. The signal list is created in the “rbdSdtCgf_Signals.cft”.

namespace rbdSdtCgfPlugin {
const signalList =
"Open Fire A team to L"
"Open Fire A team to R"
"Open Fire B team to L"
"Open Fire B team to R"
"Open Fire C team to L"
"Open Fire CD team to R"
"Open Fire E team to L"
"Open Fire E team to R"
"Open Fire F team to U"
"Open FireCD team to R"
;
}
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